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ABSTRACT 

Ottoman Kuklareli 

and its Hinterland in the 19th Century 

by 

Lale Uc;an 

The present study seeks to explore the economic position of Kukkilise between 

1801 and 1902. Connected to this, the importance of the region for Istanbul is 

questioned. The study is based on the Ottoman State Archives. It is divided into four 

chapters. Chapter one is an attempt to analyze the position of KIrkkilise that supplied 

Istanbul with coal and wood. Chapter two examines Samakocuk which was the iron 

processing center of the region. It also provides a general picture of Ottoman mining 

system. Chapter three examines viticulture. This section aims to investigate the 

significance of viticulture in the economy of Klrkkilise and its hinterland. In the last 

part, attempts at improving the trade of the region in the nineteenth century are 

discussed. 
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bZET 

TEZiN TORK<::E AD! 

Lale Uyan 

Bu yah~ma KIrkkilise ve hinterlandmm 1801- 1902 ytllan arasmda ekonomik 

yapllanmasml ele almaktadu. Buna bagmtlh olarak bolgenin istanbul iyin onemi 

ilzerinde durulur. <::ah~ma aguhkh olarak Ar~iv Belgelerine dayanmaktadlr. <::ah~ma 

dort bolilme aynlml~tlr. Birinci bolilmde, istanbul'a odun- komilr saglayan bolgenin 

analizi yaptlu. ikinci bolilm de , Osmanh madencilik sistemine bagh olarak bolgenin 

demir ilretim merkezi olan Samakocuk anlatlhr. Uyilncil bOlilmde bagclhga aynhr. 

Bolgedeki bagclhgm Klrkkilise ve hinterlandl iyin onemi ilzerinde durulur. Son klSlm 

19. yUzYJlda bolgenin ticaretini geli~tirme yabalan anlatlhr. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Istanbul has been a center of attention in the course of historical development, 

particularly a center of consumption. Meeting the needs of Istanbul was the priority. 

It was among the priorities of the center to provision the crowded population of 

Istanbul. A wide hinterland had been developing for the provisioning of the capital. 

Certain regional organizations were formed within this hinterland.! Klrkkilise and its 

surroundings were among these. What was the importance of this region for 

Istanbul? Our aim is to understand the role of Klrkkilise and its environment within 

this structure. 

Istanbul, the greatest city of the empIre, was a center which had been 

processing and distributing raw materials. It exported more goods than it imported .. 

The most important role of Istanbul within the empire was to serve as a market? 

Therefore, the Ottoman administration had a provisioning policy to meet Istanbu1' s 

needs of food and raw material, to organize and supervise the transportation of goods 

to the city.3 For this purpose, regional organizations were formed in many parts of 

the empire. Provisioning Istanbul was crucial in supplying, on the one hand, the royal 

kitchen, kitchens of notables and military, and on the other, kitchens of the city 

population.4 The maintenance of food was not sufficient for this requirement. The 

I Suraiya Faroqhi, " istanbul 'un ia~esi ve Tekirdag Rodoscuk Limam ( 16- 17 yy ), " ODTU Geli§me 
Dergisi Tiirkiye jktisat Tarihi Uzerine Ara§tlrmalar( 1979-1980 ): 139. 

2 Robert Mantran, 17. Yiizyllm 2. Yansll1da jstanbul2, trans. Mebmet Ali Klhybay and Enver Ozcan 
(Ankara: TUrk Tarih Kurumu,1990), 80-81. 

3 ilber Ortayh, Tarih Boyunca jstanbul Semineri 1, ed. Miibahat Kiitiikoglu (istanbul: istanbul 
Edebiyat Fakliltesi Tarih Ara~trrmalan Enstitiisii, 1989): 63-65. 

4 • . 
Faroqhi, " Istanbul'un Ia~esi," 140. 
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arrival of the food supply to the city was an important stage in the act of 

provisioning. The destination and departure points of all vehicles was Istanbul. It is 

geographically at the intersection of the roads from the Balkans and Thrace and the 

maritime lines of the Black Sea and Marmara. Therefore, sea trade was more 

affective on the trade life of the capital than land trade. There were many ports on the 

shores of the Black Sea, Marmara and Aegean Seas. In general, there was a one-waY 

traffic among these regions since the transportation of goods to provinces from 

Istanbul was rare and limited.5 At this point, it could be said that the food and raw 

material demands of Istanbul might have hindered the development of sea towns. In 

the regions which had the responsibility of meeting the needs of the fleet, the military 

and the palace, the means of urbanization were quite weak.6 

The main principle of provisioning which was the essential principle of 

Ottoman economic policy was interventionism. In order to maintain this principle, 

the empire interfered in manufacturing and trade to increase the supply of goods, 

improve the quality and decrease the prices of goods. The agricultural products in 

which the interference and regulations were made on the highest level were 

consumed in the districts. Agricultural production first of all met the needs of these 

units. It was not allowed to bring the production out of a district unless the need of 

that district was met. 7 The amount exceeding the need of the district was reserved for 

the needs of the military and the palace. And the amount left was dispatched to the 

5 Mantran, istanbul, 83. 

6 . • 
Faroqhi, " Istanbul'un Ia~esi, " : 363. 

7 Mehmet Genii, "19. yy da Osmanh iktisadi Dunya G6rii~unun Klasik Prensiplerindeki Degi~meler, " 
Divan 6 (199111 ): 2. 
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center of the empire. After this gradual supply of the needs, the amount left was 

allowed to be sent to the cities and regions of the empire that were in need.8 The 

empire began to gradually give up provisioning as an economic policy in the 1840's 

and it was abandoned only after the 1860'S.9 How did this process work for 

KIrkkilise and its hinterland? The provisioning of cities especially of Istanbul was 

the main priority of the empire's economic policy. Investigation of the historical 

development of provisioning in a certain region could shed light on the economic 

organization of the empire in small cities. 

Geographically, KIrkkilise10 is the most hilly part of the Thrace. It was 

surrounded by Istranca Mountains in the north and Ergene plains in the south. 

Edime, KIrkkilise, Pmarhisan, and Vize route divides mountainous regions from 

plains. At the north of this route begins the mountainous region which is made up of 

Istranca Forests. The south of this route is plains and valleys.ll Vize is located at the 

southeas.t foot of the YlldlZ Mountain,12 and Demirkoy is surrounded by the Black 

Sea in the east, by Bulgaria in the north and by the Vize region in the south .13 

To investigate the situation of KIrkkilise within this context of provisioning.· 

First of all, I question to what extent KIrkkilise and its environment supplied 

Istanbul, be it palace or city population. What were the kinds of goods and the 

8 Geny, Osmanh imparatorlugunda Devlet ve Ekonomi (Beyog1u, istanbul: Otiiken, 2000), 88. 

9 Geny, "19.yy da Osmanh iktisadi Diinya G6riii/u, " 6. 

10 See appendix, map 1 , Klrklareli il Yllhgz (Krrklareli:Klrklare1i,1973), 45. 

11 Ahmet Korkut, Serhat $ehri Kzrkkilise (istanbul: Dizerkonca Matbaasl, 1959), 8. 
12 Kzrklareli il Yzlbgz, 1967, 171. 

13' Ibid. , 167. 
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manner of organization transporting them to the capital? I have tried to investigate 

this inner structure which was formed in KIrkkilise and its hinterland. 

The study is focused on KIrkkilise and Vize. 14 But by revealing the 

governmental organization in the region, its capacity in provisioning the center could 

be better understood. In 1831, KIrkkilise and Vize appear as independent livas. In 

1846-1847 these livas were included in the administrative jurisdiction of the province 

of Edime. In 1854 they became districts (sanjaks). In 1867 KIrkkilise was a district 

within the central sanjak of Edime, and Vize within another sanjak of the city, that 

is, Tekfurdagl. By the year 1867, we see Glimlilciine, Tekfurdagl, Dedeagay, 

Gelibolu and Klrkkilise among central sanjaks of Edime, the province. Six districts 

have constituted the sanjak of Kukkilise, namely; Midye, Tlmova, Babaeski, 

Ahtabolu, Vize, Liileburgaz. 15 

Various and huge demands by the janissaries who were employed in the 

Ottoman palace in Istanbul and by the city population deeply affected the agricultural 

production and even manufacturing in the surrounding regions of the empire which 

could easily be reached by the sea. 16 The region which was in a way the courtyard of 

Istanbul transported its products there by sea. All these indicate that, the 

transportation expenses were relatively low from this region, and in addition, it was 

geographically a controllable area. 

14 See appendix, map. 2, Edirne Vilayet Salnamesi, 130111883. 

15 See " .. Cumhuriyet doneminde biitiin sancaklara vilayet am verilince Krrkkilise de vilayet merkezi 
olur. 0 zamana kadar Klrkkilise olan adl 20 Arahk 1924 tarihinde 537 saYlh kanunla Krrklareli'ne 
yevrilir .. " Yurt Ansiklopedisi, 7th ed. , s. v. "Krrklareli. " istanbul, Anadolu Yaymclhk A.$. , 1981: 
4812. 

16 Faroqhi " istanbul'un ia~esi, " 139. 
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In the 19th century, an important change took place in interregional trade. 

European countries had fast developing industries and had big demands for raw 

materials and agricultural products. The products of Ottoman cities which were raw 

materials for manufacturing were directed to these foreign markets. At this point, it is 

necessary to look at whether this development has affected the position of the region. 

in question for this study. In other words, did KIrkkilise and its hinterland continue to 

provision Istanbul in the nineteenth century when the empire had a more active 

trade? It is seen that the region continued to produce for the Istanbul market. 

However, one can also look at whether the region began to export any products? It 

appears that, on the local scale some changes in the destination of the products had 

occurred. I
? Having these questions in mind I will try to put under scrutiny the 

economic organization of KIrkkilise and its environment on a micro scale. 

One of the reasons for the choice of this region as the subject of my study is' 

to understand the influence of small settlements on the Ottoman trade. Many studies 

have been carried out about the cities like Istanbul, Izmir, Selanik and Trabzon which 

were significant in terms of the history of Ottoman trade. Nevertheless studies on 

small settlements with a population of more or less than thousand are not sufficient. 

It would be useful to get information about economic and social structure of most 

parts of the empire to illustrate the social characteristics of the towns which were 

administrative centers of the districts. 18 The fact that they were the main 

17 Sevgi Akture, " Osmanh Devletinde Ta~ra Kentlerindeki Degi~meler. " Tanzimattan Cumhuriyete 
Tilrkiye Ansiklopedisi, 4 (1985): 891. 

18 TevfIk Giiran, Osmanh Tarum ilzerineAra:jtlrmalar (istanbul: Eren, 1998), 12. 
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organizational units of the empire, and had a number of tens of thousands within the 

geographical boundaries of the empire contribute to the significance of the issue. 

Lack of secondary literature on KIrkkilise highlights the importance of the 

archival sources but also is an obstacle to examining the subject. Nevertheless, this 

study has made use of both secondary literature and archival documents. The 

secondary literature deals mostly with the natural sources in the region which were 

iron, forest and grape. 

We see that the mine issue, which is the subject of the second chapter of 

thesis, has been neglected in the literature. The mines of the empire which were· 

among the main sources of income have been neglected as a subject matter. For 

instance, even today we do not have definite information about the mine sources of 

the empire. Likewise, the methods of manufacturing and the administration of these 

mines are not yet clear. Among the few studies on mining in the empire one can 

mention the one by Ahmet Refik. l9 Within this study, 73 documents from the Divan-l 

Hiimayun Miihimme defiers (registers of important affairs) belonging to the years 

1559-1785 have been transcribed. Another work is Robert Anhegger's three volumes 

study called Beitrage zur Geschicte des Bergbaus im Osmanischen Reich. ill this 

study mines in the European part of the empire that were in use untill the 18th century 

were illustrated.2o Roads Murph!l and Charles Issawi22 had also studied mining in 

19 Ahmet Refrk, Osmanlz Devrinde Tilrkiye Madenleri 967-1200 (istanbul: Devlet Matbasl, 1931). 

20 Robert Anhegger, Beitrage Zur Geschichte des Bergbaus im Osmanischen Reich, 1 Europaisvhe 
Turkei, Bd 1 (ist:1943), p. 200 - 210. 

21 The Encyclopedia of Islam, 5th ed. , s. v. " Mineral Explotation in the Ottoman Empire. " Leiden , 
Brill, 1995. 

22 Charles Issawi, The Economic HistOlY of Turkey 1800- 1914 (Chigago: University ofChigago 
Press, 1980), p.210-218. 
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the empire. Fahrettin Tlzlak's study called Keban-Ergani Yoresinde Madencilik 23 

makes use of archival sources, mostly sicils (court records) and interprets them. 

Mines of Keban- Ergani have been shown in detail. Policies of the state pertaining to 

the mining, processing and distribution of mines, and relationships between the 

center and the mining regions are explained. 

There also exist studies dealing with forests within a general framework and 

laws related to their administration. Halil Kutluk, in his work called Tiirkiye 

Ormanczlzgz ile ilgili Tarihi Vesikalar, illustrates historical documents without 

interpretation.24 Other studies dealing with the same issue with similar perspectives 

are; <;::aglar Yucel's Tiirkiye Ormanlarz ve Ormanczlzk, 25 Dr. lng. Ali Kemal's 

Tiirkiye'de Ormanczlzgzn· Temeli, f)artlarz ve Kurulu§u, 26 Franz Reske's Tiirkiye de 

Orman ve Ormanczlzk. 27 There are also articles on the issue. Salih Aynural's article 

23 Fahrettin TlZlak, Osmanlz Devletinde Keban-Ergani Yoresinde Madencilik l775-1850(Ankara:Tiirk 
Tarih Kurumu,1997). 

24 Ralil Kutluk, Tiirkiye Ormancllzgl jle jlgili Tarihi Vesikalar 1202-1341( Ankara: Tanm Bakanhgl 
Orman Genel Mudiirlugu, 1967). 

25 <;aglar Yiicel, Tiirkiye Ormanlan ve Ormanclhk (istanbul:iIeti~im Yaymlan,1992). 

26 Ali Kemal, Tiirkiye de Ormanct/lglll Temel $artlan ve Kurulu§u (Ankara: Tiirkiye Ziraat Enstirusii, 1936). 

27 FrallZ Reske, Tiirkiye de Orman ve Ormancllzk (istanbul: Rusnu tabiat, 1952). 
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"17. yyda istanbul' un Odun ve Komiir ihtiyacmm Kar~I1anmasl" is quite relative to 

our study since it deals with the issue of provisioning the center in the 1 i h century as 

far as wood and coal were concerned. It demonstrates which regions met the needs of 

Istanbul and the manner of transportation by using archival sources.Some scholars 

deal with viticulture in the region. Ali RIza Dursunkaya gives information about the 

development of viticulture in KIrklareli.28 Among other studies on the same issue are 

the works of Ahmet Korkut, 29 Nazif Karayam 30 and Osman Yalym.31 In these 

books, we see information about the administrational structure, production and 

geography of the region particularly during the second half of the 20th century. There 

are also some data about grape harvesting in the 19th century in the work of Ali Rlza 

Dursunkaya . 

This present study is composed of four parts. The position of KIrkkilise and 

its hinterland in the 19th century is studied within the so far discussed context under 

the following titles: forests, iron, viticulture and activities for the development of 

trade in the region. The system of provisioning and its aim is illustrated for the case 

of KIrklareli. 

In the first part, position of KIrkkilise and its hinterland is studied in 

relation to other regions which supplied Istanbul with coal and wood. 

Administrations of the Tersane-i Amire and Tophane-i Amire which buy timber from 

the region, their way of purchasing, and the problems they had with the producers are 

28 Ali RIza Dursunkaya, Kzrklareli 1 (Krrklareli: Ye~ilyurt Baslllevi, 1948). 

29 A1lllet Korkut, Serhat Sehri Kzrklareli (istanbul: Dizerkonca, 1956). 

30 NazifKarayam, Butun Yonleri ile Kzrklareli ve ilt;eleri (istanbul: Yaylaclk, 1970). 

31 •.. 
Osman Yalym, Kzrklareli (Istanbul: Ozyiirek, 1960). 
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demonstrated. After putting forward the reasons for destruction of the forests in the 

region, the situation in Klfkkilise and its environment as far as forests were 

concerned is explained. In adciition, the technical formation (ovens used and the 

methods of burning) of the charcoal which was sent to Istanbul is illustrated. At the 

end of the first part, ways of selling fuels, transportation of products, the ports and 

machines used for transportation are explained. 

In the second part, Samakocuk, which is the iron processing center of the. 

region, is explained. After a general discussion of the mining system in the Ottoman 

Empire the organization (which was established in Samakocuk) is illustrated. Then, 

the position of Ahbolu and Aydos which have provisioned Samakocuk are dealt with 

in this part. The explonition and management of the mines, types and amount of 

mines processed, and the influence of the seasons on processing are also looked at. 

The workforce, types of materials that were used and the problems faced with in 

terms of labour are dealt with. At the end of the second part, the reasons for the 

decline in the amount of processed mine are discussed. 

The third part of the study is about viticulture. The location of vineyards in 

the region and the amount of yield are explained. The activities of vintage are also 

illustrated. Problems of the grape growers and reasons for the decline in grape 

growing are also among the subjects dealt with in this part. 

In the last part, attempts at improving the trade of the region in the nineteenth 

century are mentioned. Introduction of foreign capital to the region, conditions of the 

mine agreement signed with the British Empire are explained. At the end of this part, 

attempts to prevent the processing of mines by the Ottoman administration are 

illustrated. 
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The main source of this study is archival documents. The Sura-yI Devlet 

catalogues were useful for the aspect of following events. After that the Cevdet 

classification was the most useful source for this study. 

Cevdet Tasnifi: This classification includes the catalogues concerning structural units 

of the empire. The catalogues numbered 65-114 are about jurisdiction, military 

systems, naval systems, municipality, interior and exterior affairs, the imperial mint, 

administration of pious foundations, economy, education, finance, the administration 

of public works (nafia). Among these, the most useful catalogues are that of the 

imperial mint, finance, economy, interior affairs, and the military system. 

jrade Kataloglarz: Out of 54 catalogues belonging to the period of 1255-1309 (1839-

1891), twelve which date from 1262-1273 (1845-1856) were scanned. 

Hatt-l Humayun: 32 of the catalogues belonging to the period of 1125-1273 (1713-

1856) which includes the handwriting ofthe Sultan were scanned. 

Ba§ Muhasebe Kalemi: These are the most important defiers concerning the Ottoman 

financial administration. The catalogues numbered 596-601 (1480-1853) were 

looked at. 

Bab-l Ali Evrak Odasl Sadaret Evrakl Mektubi Kalemi, Muhimme, Deavi, Divan-l 

Humayun Kalemi, and Umum Vilayet catalogues which are included in the Bab-l Ali 

Evrak Odasl Catalogue were scanned. 

Sura-Yl Devlet Catalogue: These were catalogues sent from Sadaret to SuraYl Devlet 

giving information pertaining to cities. The ones numbered 848-851 were scanned . 

The catalogues belonging to the period of 1285-1327 (1868-1909) are scanned. 

Bab-l Ali Evrak Odasl Nezaret Gelen- Giden Defieri Katologu: It is inclusive of the 

documents sent to and coming from state offices. The catalogues of naval 
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administration numbered 30-51, of the interior affairs numbered 52-122, of forests 

and mines numbered 564-570, 1289-1336 (1872-1917), of Tophane numbered 641-

649, 1290-1325 (1873-1907) were looked at. 

Vilayet Gelen- Giden Defierleri: These are independent catalogues related to cities." 

The numbered 479-483, 1291-1327(1874-1909) and 475-483, 1321-1327 (1903-

1906) looked at. 

Ayniyat Defieri: These defiers include documents called tezkires sent from the 

Sadaret Dairesi to other state offices and cities. Edirne Ayniyat Defteri bearing the 

number 819-820-821, and defiers belonging to naval administration dating from 986-

993 and from 1213-1220 (1798-1805) are also looked at. The catalogues of Dahiliye, 

Ticaret, Nafia numbered 1594-1597 (1884-1890), and Bahriye numbered 1585 

(1884-1889) were looked at. 

Maden Mukataasl kalemine Baglz Birimlere ail Defterler: This was one of the offices 

of the Finance ministry. The catalogues of jstanbul Gumruk Emini numbered 622 

was examined. 

Meclis-i Vukela Mazbatalarz: Out of the catalogues inclusive of decrees on interior 

and exterior affairs of the empire issued by a committee composed of §eyhiilislam 

and ministers and headed by Sadrazam, the ones numbered 948-954, 1298-1341 

(1880-1922) were looked at. 

Dosya Usuli.i jradeler: jrades are classified not according to the ministries and" 

offices they were belonging but according to the subject. 

Miihimme Defterleri (Registers of Important Affairs): The numbered 240 was 

scanned. 
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In addition, Salnames (Yearbooks) of Edirne belonging to the years 1870, 1872, 

1874, 1884,1886, 1888, 1891 are scanned. 

Orman Mekteb-i Alisi Mecmuasz: A magazine in Ottoman Turkish which dealt with 

technical and economic aspects of forests, and also with education. It was published 

irregularly and reached ten issues. 

Dersaadet Ticaret Odasz Gazetesi: It is a journal in Ottoman Turkish. A regular 

classification of it has not been done yet. About our subject the issues dated 1302-

1317 11884-1899 are looked at. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

FORESTRY 

In this chapter I will mainly focus on the place of the forest products that 

were one of the main sources of income for Kukkilise and its hinterland in the 

economic and social structure of the region. In particular, I will consider, after the 

Tanzimat, where the forest products were sent which roads were followed and what 

kind of procedure was followed by the institutions that bought these products. 

Moreover, there will be information about forest laborers. In the last section, we will 

deal with the issue of the point of view of the state relating to the existence of the 

forests in KIrkkilise and its hinterland and to the region at the end of the 19th century. 

It was important for the center to meet the necessities of the inhabitants of 

Istanbul. The need for wood and coal to bum for heating purposes was also included 

in tms task. The charcoal and firewood needs of Istanbul were provided by regions 

that were close to the capital city. In particular, Sile, Kandlra, Seyhler, Ta~k6prii, 

Midye, Terkos, Istlranca, <;atalca and Silivri were the main centers 32 for providing 

firewood and charcoal. 33 K.1rkkilise and its hinterland had tremendous potential for 

these needs. Especially on the Rumeli shore of the Black Sea there were all kind of 

trees in Midye, Saray and Vize. In K.1rkkilise and its hinterland, there was an imperial 

grove where oaks and hombeams constituted the majority oftrees.34 

32 See appendix, map. 3, P. M. Biji~kyan, Karadeniz Klyzlarz Tarih ve Cografyasl (1817-1819), trans. 
Hrand D. Andreasyan (istanbul: istanbul Edebiyat Fakiiltesi Baslll1evi, 1969), p. 137. 

33 Salih Aynural, " 18. yy da istanbul'un Odun Komfu ihtiyacmm KaqIlanmasl. " Osmanlz 
Ansiklopedisi 5 (1999): 229. 

34 Edime Vilayet Salnamesi, 1287/1870, 167. 
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A- REGIONS THAT MET THE FUEL NEED OF ISTANBUL 

One of the important needs of Istanbul was that of fuel, that is firewood and 

charcoal. These were provided by the closest regions. In particular, forested areas of' 

the eastern and western coasts of the Black Sea were potential areas. Kirkkilise and 

its hinterland were also included in this area. When we classify these regions into 

groups, we see a picture as follows: areas in the first group located in the region from 

Amasra to Kandlra, the second group of area located along the coastline that extends 

from Ahtabolu to the exterior of the Bosphorus, and lastly, the area which extends 

from ~ile to Korfez was assigned for the needs of fuel. 35 The areas that provided fuel 

to Istanbul were separated as firewood areas and charcoal areas. 

1- Areas that provided firewood: Firewood for baths constituted one forth 

of the wood that was sent from firewood areas.It was prepared by cutting hornbeam 

and beach trees in 60-300 cm diameters. These trees generally grew on the slopes of 

spacious valleys. Forests around Sakarya, and Alabh were the potential regions for 

this type of cuttings. They were not so thick as other types of wood like kitchen 

wood, bakery wood and stove wood that were cut from oak, hornbeam and di§budak 

which were in 30-40 cm in diameter. For this type of firewood the forests around 

Kandua were suitable.36 

2-Areas of Charcoal: Forests that met the needs of charcoal for Istanbul 

were divided into three groups: Forests that belonged to individuals, state-owned 

35" Mahrukat Meselesi. " Orman Mekteb-i Alisi MecmuaSI 8-9 (1914): 226. 

36 Ibid. , 227. 
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miri (belonging to the state )coalbins that were located in villages and coalbins that 

were located in and used by two or more villages. 

Forests that belonged to individuals were the forests in the Rumelian coast of 

the Black Sea and in Sile and Beykoz. The owners of these forests did not meet with 

a problem in the production as they protected these areas well and used appropriate 

methods of cutting. But, as these first regions were located in the coastal areas of the 

Black Sea because of both topographic structure and climate, the owners encountered 

some difficulties in the transportation of these products. Second type the, state

owned coalbins were located in a village and used as a kind of a baltalzk37 a grove or 

a forest that was assigned to meet the fuel need of a certain town or a village. 

Strangers from other villages were not allowed to come and use this coal. Only the 

inhabitants could use this coal. The other type of coalbins which were commonly 

used by two or more villages, were destroyed more than other types of coalbin areas 

mentioned above. The reason could be that as these areas were used commonly, they. 

cQuld not be protected effectively.38 

Forest areas in the region were separated into certain parts, for example: 

Midye, the first part of state-owned forest; Ayatodori, second part of forest; and 

forests of first and second parts of Biiylik Egrigoz in Midye Forest.39 The amount of 

authorized charcoal production in these forests and their prices were determined 

annually. There were records where the number of the contract or the license, the 

37 baltalzk : A district within which the inhabitants of a village had the right to cut fire wood. 

38 " Odunluk ve Komiirliik Mevkileri, " OMAM 8-9: 229. 

39 BOA. ,SD. EDiRNE, 1939/22, (34); (51), (R. 1320, M. 1902). 
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date and names of tax-farmers or owners oflicense were registered. The aim of this 

system was to provide continuous production without a breakdown. 

3-Control of Fuel Areas 

To protect forests which was one of the sources of income of the region was 

another important issue. As forest products that were sent from the region were used 

especially in military facilities, it became more important to protect the area. Forests 

were under the control of forest guardians who could be either cavalry or infantry. 

Forest guardians were generally selected out of people who worked in the army. 

They resided around the forest that they protected. The cavalry forest guardian was 

responsible for an area of 8,000 doniims and he worked with at least two infantry 

forest guardian. The area for the charcoal production was determined by infantry 

forest guardians. Both cut trees and charcoal could not be taken from their places and 

sent to other places without the permission of cavalry forest guardian. Cuttings that 

exceeded these amounts could be possible only with the permission of the Sublime 

Porte. If a person wanted to take charcoal or firewood and timber that was more than 

one carriage out of the village that had a state-owned forest, he had to inform the 

forest guardian. He would take a document called §ehadetname (a testimonial) 

indicating that he was permitted guardian.4o 

40 BOA. , jRADE DAHjLjyE 33929, B-9, (H. 1278-M.1861). 
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4- Institutions that Bought Timber from the region: Tersalle-i Amire and 

Tophalle-i Amire 

a- Methods of Buying the Products and Related Problems 

When we evaluate the policy of these two institutions in the region and their 

methods of working such a picture emerges: As KlIkkilise and its hinterland were 

among the regions that met the timber needs of the Tersane and Tophane, there was a 

network of relations between these administrations and the region. Forest areas that 

were reserved for these administrations took a great place in the region. Therefore, 

these administrations tried to control the protection of the area and transportation of 

timber. 

They took the necessary timber from the region in three main stages. In the 

first stage both Tersane and Tophane administrations informed the provinces and 

sanjaks about the amount, the number and the bulk of timber that they needed a year 

before. There was no problem for this stage. 

In the second stage, officials were sent to the region to control the trees. After 

cutting, trees were sent to Istanbul for the Tersane and Tophane administrations. 

Firstly, the type, the bulk and the order number of the acceptable trees were recorded, 

then the same procedure was applied to the unacceptable trees. Necessary trees were 

selected by the officials of the Forest Administration, the Tersane and Tophane and 

then they were stamped and numbered according to the office that they were related 

to .41 Officials had a right to separate rotten or useless trees. Even these useless trees 

were left in the forest to sell to some other places. For instance, in one case, it was 

41 BOA. ,AMKT Jl 0116, (H. 1264, M. 1847). 
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found that the size of the cut 1180 timber that was necessary for the Tersane-i Amire 

was found unsuitable, but as they were brought to the ports with a labor force and 

money it was decided not to leave the villagers in difficulty and to pay them the 

expenditures of cutting and transportation that had been agreed previously, in other 

words, the amount was not deducted. People were admonished to be more careful 

from then on.42 Therefore, we see that the commission decided in favor of the 

producers. By using unsuitable cuts in some other fields, the producers were not left 

in a difficult situation. 

The third stage was to determine the prices and to establish committees that 

involved in the process of price determining when it was necessary. The worth of the 

accepted trees was determined according to their bulk and in comparison to other 

timber brought to the ports. The amount of the submitted trees was paid out of the 

budgets of the Tersane, Tophane and the Forest Administration. Trees that had some 

problems in their worth were evaluated by a committee that was established by the 

Forest Administration and the Tersane and Tophane Administrations.43 In the 

building of kalyon a war ship with both sails and oars or firkateyn 44 timber that was 

cut inappropriately was used. In this case, an official was sent to the region to 

distinguish the use of different types of timber in different types of vehicles.45 

42 See " ... 1780 kIta kerestenin ekserisi cab ve endazesine tevafuk etrnerni~ ise de bunlar mezkfu 
keresteyi emek ve akc;e sarflyla iskelelere indirmi~ olmalarma mebni' hangi sefme kerestesinin cab ve 
endazesine tevafuk eder ise ahaliye gadr-u vukfia gelmeyecek surette icab eden ucret-i katiyyesinin ve 
nakliyyesinin evvel fiyat ile mahalleri emvaline verilub ... " BOA., C. BAH. 10271, (H. 1274, M. 1847) .. 

43" Tersane ve Tophane-i Amire idarelerine Muktezi Kereste Tedarik ve itasl Hakkmda Nizarnname. 
" Takvim-i Vekayi, 2 Muharrem 1287/3 Mart 1870, sec. 1207, p. 1-2. 

44 firkateyn : Referring to the two tiers of guns. 

45 BOA, C.BAH. 1027, (H. 1274, M.1857). 
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Sometimes these aroused some problems in deciding cuts, in the areas where 

inappropriate cuts could be used, and the amount of money for these cuttings. 

Committees were established to solve such problems. 

5- The Destruction of Forests 

The reasons for forest destruction in the region could be either the attitude of 

the state officials, or the settlement of immigrants. 

a- The Attitude of State Officials 

We see that government officials played an important role in the destruction 

of forests. These officers worked for the government, but acted to protect their own 

interests. They allowed illegal tree cutting in the forest without permission. Some 

groves in the region belonged to individuals. Sometimes without the permission of 

the owners of these groves, trees were cut down. And by selling the individually-

owned groves to some other people, state officials gained unjust money, as in the 

case of a certain Numan whose property was sold by forest officials.46 Moreover, by 

arranging fake deeds, the areas that were not groves could be shown like groves. 

These activities were disturbing peasants who were engaging in the production of 

charcoal and firewood. 

Also, it was allow to cut wood and transport coal from mountains that were 

known as cibal-i miibaha (a mountain that everyone could benefit from), hence, no 

one could claim the ownership of these mountains. And also there was no need to 

pay a tax. In spite of this, people who worked in charcoal production sometimes met 

with unjust intervention of the influential state officials. As some of these illegal acts 

46 See " ... Midye kaZSlmn Ramidiye karyesinde Numamn ba sened-i hakane-i uhde-i tasarrufunda 
bulunan Ayatodori nammdaki baltahgm orman me'murlan tarafmdan mi'ri mall adlyla cebren bi'l-' 
miizayede fiin1hatma te~ebbiis olunmasl. .. " BOA. ,:)D. EDjRNE, 193317, CR. 1319, M. 1900). 
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were carried out by state officials, the matter took a different dimension that could be 

interpreted as the indication of the weakness of government contro1.47 Thus, unjust 

gains of these officials led to complaints. These prepared a suitable ground for the 

destruction of forests. 

b- The Settlement of Immigrants 

It is known that in the 19th century, many people migrated to the Ottoman 

Empire from the Balkans, Crimea and Caucasia because of various reasons.48 Of 

course, although cultural atmosphere was similar, it was very difficult for immigrants 

to leave their own environment and to come to a different world of production and 

climate and this sometimes caused some problems. First of all, to meet with different 

conditions on land, in the type of the production and technical tools caused them to 

experience difficulties in the process of adapting to the new environment. 

Particularly, methods and the type of the production of the immigrants in their 

homelands were completely different from their new environment.49 So, these issues 

could easily be come reasons for conflict between local people and immigrants. 

47 See " ... Asitane-i seadetiimde Hin komlircu taifesi ge1up bunlar Istranca dagmda kat ve hark 
itdukleri komurli arabalara tahmll ve Silivri nahiyesin de Papash iskelesine indiril.b anda kayIklara 
vaz ve def-i mtizayaka-i ibadullah is;un Asitane-i se' adetiimde mahzenlerine nakl ve fiirfrhat 
eyledUkleri komurden kimesne tarafmdan hilaf-l ~eru kanunen aks;e mutalebesiyle rencide olumnalan 
iktiza etrnez iken rnahall-i mezkfua s;eken komur arabalarmdan Yeniceler karyesintin suba~lSl ve. 
<;:eltiiks;i <;:iftligi kethudalan sizler bizim topraklarlilllzdan murfu-u ubur itrnegle okUzlerintiz sulanup 
ve otladursunuz sizden ayak basdl ve sulak aks;esi aluruz diyli teaddi vii rencide itrneleriyle 
mukaddema hilaf-l ~eri ~erl f te' addileri men-' i ekid ile men' i def ahnmak is;iln yedlerine 
ytizellildokuz tarihiyle muverrah ernr-i ali ita ve 0'1 vakitten berti kimesne tarafmda komtir 
arabalarmdan aks;e mutalebesiyle rencide olunrnayiib asude-i hal tizre arab alar murur-u ubilr iderler 
iken ... " Ahmet Tabakoglu et al. , eds. , jstanbul Ticaret Tarihi, (istanbul: istanbul Buylik $ehir 
Be1ediyesi Ktiltiir Daire Ba~kanllgl, (1997), htiklim nu: 689: 159. 
48 Donald Quataert, An Economic and Social HistOlY of the Ottoman Empire 1300-1914, ed. Halil 
inalc1k and Donald Quataert (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 793. 

49 Faruk KocacIk, "Balkanlardan Anadolu ya Yonelik Gos;ler 1878-1890, "Osmaniz Ara§ttrmalan 
1(1980): 177-186. 
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Immigrants who were settled in the Vesilikoz grove of the kaza of Midye 

wanted to engage in agriculture and animal husbandry in the 19th century. This 

affected negatively the local people who worked in the forest, as they made their 

living by cutting trees and sending them to Istanbul. By opening agricultural lands 

and grazing their animals, immigrants caused a great damage and the amount of the· 

'damage was determined as 50,000 kuru§.50 Again, immigrants were settled in the 

Ayaspa~a area of Klrkilise sanjak of the province of Edime. Beside damaging the 

forests by grazing animals, it became a problem for peasants who made their living 

in this area. Yet, the immigrants were allowed to graze their animals in a determined 

area by paying pasture prize without violating other parts. 51 

Lack of organization in the settlement of immigrants, the abuse of privileges 

that were given to immigrants and the use of forests without permission by 

immigrants were great problems for forests in the region. As the region was on the 

migration route, this destruction was rather serious. As a result, one of the chains of 

the forest destruction was the settlement of immigrants. 

Having dealt with the forest in the region in terms of their topographic 

distribution, control by the center, and the factors that caused their destruction, now I 

will study the products that were obtained from these forests. 

50 See " ... muhacirinin kat' eyledikleri kereste ve hatbm ve mezrfuatm telefatmdan 50.000 guril~a 
miitecaviz zaran oldugundan .... " BOA., fA. RES. 1910171, (H. 1300, M. 1882). 

51 See" ... hayvanlan iyun tayin olunacak dihreye tecaviiz etmemek ~artlyla miinasib miktar mera' 
iicreti i ' ta eylemeleri ve baderna hiikiimetyC: kurra-Yl mezkfuaya muhacir gonderilmeyiib 
gideceklerden bi'l ihray hali haricin muhafazasl ... " BOA., fA. RES. 105/51, (H.1315, M. 1897). 
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B- FOREST PRODUCTS 

1- The Amount of the Product 

Among the regions that had to send fuel to Istanbul, Izmit and its 

surroundings were very important. When we compare the production in KIrkkilise 

and its hinterland for the year 1313/1895 and for previous years, we realize that their 

share was not so big. While Midye and Ahtabolu were sending 30,000 r;eld/6.773.94 

kg, 200,000 r;eki/45.159.600 kg. were coming from Alabh, Filyos and Amasra and 

30,000 r;eld/6. 773.94 kg. from Gemlik, Mihaliy and Kapldag, 50,000 r;eki/ll.289.9 

kg. from Karabiga, Kerner and izmit and lastly the Black Sea and Korfez ports were 

sending 350,000 r;eki. For coal, 30 million layye/38.4 kg52 was coming to Istanbul 

from Ahtabolu, Midye, <;atalca and <;orlu, 28 million layye/35.840.000 kg. from the 

sanjak of Iznik and, 15 million kzyye/19.200.000 kg. from Salonica and remaining 2 

million layye/2.560.000kg. was sent systematically from Gemlik and Biga.53 

In 1315/1899, the sending of 625,200 kzyye/800.256 kg. was demanded 

immediately from ports of Midye, Ayapolis and Panayu and 665,000 lay'ye/851.2 

kg.from ports of iyneada, Karaagay port, hence 1 million 312,200 kzyye/1.679616 

kg.coal from the region.54Again, in 1315, 106,250 kzyye/136 kg. coal from iyneada 

and 70,000 kzyye/89.600 kg. coal from Midye 55; 102,000 kzyye/130.56 kg. coal from 

. 56 
Midye and 97,250 kIyye/124.48 kg.coal from Iyneada was sent to Istanbul. As a 

52 klyye : The Ottoman weight offour hundred dirhems. (llayye: 1.28 kg. ). 

53 OMAM. ,7-8: 199-200. 

54 BEO. ,Edirne Vilayet Gelen- Giden Defleri 565/157, (H.1315, M. 1897). 

55 Ibid. ,565/168 (R. 1315, M. 1897). 

56 Ibid. ,565/169 (R. 1315, M. 1897). 
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result, KIrkkilise and its hinterland was a region that continuously sent firewood and 

coal to meet the fuel needs of Istanbul. 

2- The Establishment of Furnaces and the Method of Burning 

Peasants who worked in a forest mostly engaged in cutting trees and 

producing charcoal. Charcoal was in demand. After cutting from mountains and 

groves, woods were burnt in coal furnaces called torlak and it became charcoal. At 

the first stage, the important thing was to decide the suitable areas in order to 

establish furnaces. 57 

This was important for the peasants of the region. And for charcoal, certain' 

areas were assigned in the forests. For instance, the charcoal areas in the Menupesto 

Forest of the region were Halkahbayu, istavroz, Evranoz and Demircitarlasl. There 

were totally 218 torlak areas.58 The region that was located near to the road on 

which water and firewood was carried through was especially chosen to provide the 

organization in the work. Windy areas were not suitable for this work due to the 

risk of the spread of fire. Soil had to be neither too hard nor too soft because of the 

fact that if on hard soil water would remain on the surface while firewood was 

burning. As a result coal that remained on the ground would be umefined. And if 

soil was too soft, then the coal could turn to ash, as the fire would be burning 

excessively. 

57 See appendix, OMAM., 10: 278. 

58 BOA. ,fjD. EDiRNE, 1939/22, (H. 1320 , M.1902). 
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After the determining of the place, furnaces were established. Then, it was 

determined which type of wood would be burnt in which furnace, as firewood was 

burnt in two types of furnaces. The first type were furnaces that burnt from the top 

and the second type were furnaces that were burnt from the bottom. Charcoal was 

provided by establishing technically different types of established furnaces: To use 

furnaces that burnt from the top, several holes were opened 0.3 m. distance from 

each other. With the aid of the channel that was opened on the top of the furnace, 

bushes that were put around the column at the center were burnt. The fire was 

effective to about 0.4 or 0.5 m. below the furnace. Due to this reason, the channel 

was covered with grassy soil. After igniting the furnace, the hearth over the column 

was kept closed for 5-6 hours. Then, by opening slowly, wood pieces were out to the 

places that remained empty after burning. Until it became charcoal, the process was 

repeated at first twice in 24 hours then once. The resin odor that was coming out of 

holes that· were opened on the top of the furnace and the decrease and then the 

disappearance of the blue-colored fumes were the signs of transformation into 

charcoal.· After that the holes were completely closed. In the deep furnace, fire 

diffused and other holes opened in time, because it was not enaugh only to close 

holes in the time of a storm or in hot weather. By using dust and soil the effect of 

furnaces was reduced. The complete collapse of the ruddy furnace was a sign that the 

coal had burnt well. Soil over the furnace would be opened by using rakes. After 

k · I . I d . 59 ta mg some coa , It was c ose agam. 

59 OMAM. , 10; 282. 
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Furnaces, which burnt from the bottom, were burnt from the hole and bushes 

were put around it. As fire leapt towards the center, white fumes corning out the 

furnace would become black. This was the sign of the start of burning. At the same 

time, holes over the furnace were covered with several tools. To bum firewood, 

hard trees were selected. The quality of coal that was produced from hard trees was 

higher than coal that was produced from soft trees. On the other hand, because 

burning a hard type of tree needed a lot of time, it sometimes created problems. The 

most practical way was to bum different types of trees in different furnaces. 6o 

60 Ibid. : 283. 

+ eo,azi~i Universitesi KOtOphiAISl ~ 
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C- PEOPLE WHO WORKED IN CHARCOAL PRODUCTION 

In the region people worked in firewood and charcoal production. So, many 

peasants who inhabited the villages around this region made their living by selling 

wood and charcoal to the capital city. People who worked in the production of 

charcoal could be categorized as woodcutters (baltacllar), and heads of charcoal 

komurcuba§l . 

Among woodcutters, who migrated here from the other parts of the Empire as 

temporary workers, seasonal workers and temporary inhabitants. So, there were 

many people who were seeking jobs in agriculture by wandering around some of the' 

regions of the Empire.61 Our knowledge about the direction and the density of 

movements of seasonal laborers is very limited. It is known that the need of laborers 

for the agricultural areas of Rumelia, Silistre and Edime was met around Tlmova, 

Ni~ and Sehirkoy. But, they were not sufficient. To find the necessary laborers for 

the regions where agriculture was prevalent, sometimes administrative measures had 

to be taken. 62 

Laborers met their needs for forests around KIrkkilise and its hinterland. 63 

They could possibly be laborers who undertook the job of woodcutters64 and they 

61 Kasaba, " Bah Anadolu da Go<;men Emegi, " Osmanlzda Toprak Miilkiyeti ve Ticari TarIm 
(1988): 119-120. 

62 Gfuan, 67. 

63 See " ... oteden beri Uzunca Abad ,Haskoy ve Filibe ve Tatarbazan re' ayalan gelup Istranca 
daglanndan odun kat' ve komiir hark ile kurra-i merkUma iskelelerine nakl ve iskelelerden dahi 
peyderpey kaYlklarla tahmi' 1 vakili zamamyla Asitane-i 'aliyyeye nakl olunarak. .. " BOA. , C. BAH. 
1570, (H. 1205, M. 1790). 

64 Hasan Yiiksel , Osmanlz Doneminde Keban -Ergani Madenleri: 1776-1794 tarihli Maden Emini 
Defteri (Sivas: Dilek Matbaasl, 1997): 43-49. 
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were called after baltaczlar taifesi. 65 Although their main job was to cut trees, they 

also carried firewood from the forests to the port by bargirs, 66carriages and mules. 

And they paid taxes for the transported wood per bargir, carriage and mule under 

the names of balta hakkz and kazzlma. Moreover, they also burnt produced charcoal" 

and transported it to ports. 67 

Local people could also be woodcutters. But, in some regions, woodcutters 

who came from outside were seen more valuable than local woodcutters as their 

perfonnance was found insufficient.68 Yet, these outsiders could only work with the 

person who brought them. The arrival of woodcutters from outside led to an 

increase in the variety of jobs. At the same time, the region was a ready potential 

area for woodcutters. 

Particularly, during the time of fuel scarcity in Istanbul, woodcutters were 

found immediately. Woodcutters who came from outside were sent to necessary . 
areas. In this period, taxes per bargir, mule and carriage were not demanded from 

woodcutters. Forest overseers and grove guardians were ordered not to make things 

difficult for them. 69 

Firewood and charcoal that were carried from mountains and groves to ports 

were transported here by carriages or animals. It was forbidden for a carriage that 

65 BOA. , C. BAH. J 570, (H. 1205, M. 1790). 

66 bargir: That takes a load or burden. 

67 See " ... baltacIlar her an yerlerinden ve yurtlarmdan bargir, katrr ve arabalarla meviid-l mezkfua 
sevk ve irsal olunmak iizere liizrrn gelen mahallerde bu def' a mahsils-u irnrar-l 'aliyyem tasdl'r ve 
baltacl tii'ifesinin balta hakkI ve kazIlma ve bargir ve katrr ve arab alar ba~ma vesii'ir virgil 
mutalebesiyle ... " BOA. ,MHM, 2401968, 123811822, p. 258. 

68 Yiiksel, 43-44. 

69 BOA. ,MHM, 2401960, p. 255. 
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carried charcoal to transport firewood and vice versa except for vital situations. 70 

Some of these carriages and animals were the property of the peasants who engaged 

in transportation, others belonged to captains and people who engaged in the 

firewood and coal trade in IstanbuL7
! Moreover, some of the woodcutters could also 

have carriages and animals.72 Therefore, we can say that woodcutters were the main 

figures in the organization of providing fuel to Istanbul, as they engaged in 

woodcutting, charcoal burning and transportation. 

The head of coal production komiirciiba§l was the person who was 

responsible for the burning of charcoal and controlling the laborers.73 Moreover, 

among the responsibilities of the komiirciiba§l protecting the people who provided 

coal and making sure that they burnt only oak charcoal and making possible the 

transportation of charcoal to ports. They would control each stage of the charcoal 

production in their regions.74 Now, I will continue with the process of selling these 

products. 

70 istanbul Ticaret Tarihi, hiikiim no: 495, 110-111. 

71 Aynural, 563. 

72 BOA. , Mahimme Defteri, 2401960, p. 255. 

73 Tlzlak, 115. 

74Yiiksel,137-138. 
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D-THE SALE OF THE PRODUCT 

1- Methods of Selling the Product 

Firewood and charcoal were sent to Istanbul in several ways. Firstly, 

firewood and charcoal merchants in Istanbul went directly to the regions of 

production and bought cut wood and produced charcoa1.75 Then, they loaded these 

commodities onto the ships and sent them to Istanbul. As a second method, peasants 

who dealt with firewood and charcoal brought these goods to ports and sold them to 

the captains. The captains took them to Istanbul. They played a genuinely important 

role in the stage of charcoal sale. Peasants sold firewood and charcoal that they 

brought to ports to captains in an order, which was called nobet usulil. The number of 

ships in each port was determined. Therefore, it was forbidden for other ships to 

carry wood and charcoal from these ports. Yet, during any tii:ne of coal and wood 

scarcity in Istanbul, to speed up the shipping, some other ships were sent to these 

ports. Moreover, it was not allowed to carry coal and firewood from other ports that 

were not assigned for this affair.76 As a last method, producers sold products directly 

by bringing wood and charcoal to Istanbul.77 

There were also three ways of paying coal and wood from producers. The 

first one was buying wood and coal from the peasant with its current value and 

paying the amount in advance. The current value had to be mainly the real market 

75 Aynural, 565. 

76 See " ... ~ile iskelesinde olan riie'sa-Yl sefliyine nzftlanyla narh-l rfizisi iizre bey' idiib ruesa-Yl 
merkfunlar dahi kendi beynlerinde cari olan nizam-l kadl mleri iizere bey' -i merkUrna gelen k6miir ve 
hatbl bunlardan nevbet ile sefmelere vaz' ... " istanbul Ticaret Tarihi, hiildim no: 212, 314. 

77 Ibid. , 565. 
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value of the commodity. 78 The second was to buy wood and charcoal in return for 

meeting some of the needs of producers and sometimes paying them in advance a 

certain amount of the whole price. People who lent money were called capitalists 

sermayeci. With the last method, which was called selem usulii, producers gained 

money for the commodities that they cut, produce or transfer by selling them to 

merchants in their villages or in ports and then spent this amount to meet their own 

needs. And then, these producers sent commodities via the same merchants.79 

Merchants lent producers money in return for the sale of the commodity below the 

real market value that it would get during the harvest season.80 

2- Problems in the Sale of the Product 

a-Problems Between Charcoal Producers and Profiteers 

The producer faced three groups of problems in coal selling in the region . 

First of all there were problems with profiteers, secondly officials and finally coal 

sellers. 

The appearance of profiteers (muhtekir) in the forests could be a sign of the 

region's potential. Their activities disturbed both local people who made their living 

in this area and the inhabitants of Istanbul. Of course, because of these kinds of 

activities, people who made their living by cutting wood in mountains and burning 

charcoal had to work for lower prices. 81 It was very suitable environment for 

profiteers when peasants could not sell their products. First we need to ask, who were 

78 Gillan, 20. 

79 Aynural, 565. 

80 Gillan, 136. 

81 BOA., C. jKTS. 1430, (R. 1230, M.1814). 
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the profiteers? Profiteers could be both inhabitants of the region and strangers who 

came from the other parts of the Empire. For instance, one of the inhabitants ofVize, 

Ferhat Bey, sold coal on the black market, and this led to the selling of coal in 

Istanbul with a higher price than its real value.82 Among profiteers who came from 

other parts of the Empire, we see Laz taifesi. 83 We come across them as individuals 

or as a group. Laz taifesi must be considered within the group of profiteers. These' 

Laz taifesi were an illegal group active in the region. One can evaluate their existence 

in the region in two ways: This could be considered as a signal of the importance of 

the forest potential because they came from different places and worked there. It 

shows also the power of the group in the region. The fact that they came from 

different places consolidated their power because they took some of the profits of the 

manufacturers. Although this group came from outside the region, they managed to 

earn their living unofficially. And even though the residents of the regions were 

uncomfortable about their precence, they worked for these people. We can consider' 

this fact as a sign of the power they had over the inhabitants. What was the 

government's attitude to these profiteers? It was the duty of the miiba§ir (a person 

who engaged in ajob that should be done by the state) who was appointed to control 

forests and ports. It was required from people who cut wood on mountains not to sell 

their wood to Laz taifesi or to other profiteers. Instead of this, it was announced that 

82 BOA. , AMKT. 1331100, CR. 1234, M.1818). 

83 BOA. , C. BLD. 1570 CR. 1205, M. 1790). 
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firewood should be sold to captains after carrying them to the ports. And miiba§irs 

were to control the situation by inspecting portS.84 

b-Problems between Charcoal Producers and Merchants 

The right of sale for charcoal was given to certain groups. The state limited 

the number of charcoal merchants who acted as agents, and this led to the emergence 

of some illegal groups. Thus, the producer did not have many choices in the 

marketing stage. The main problem in the region was the narrowing of the market by 

merchants. The balance between the center and merchants differentiated depending 

on the degree of the power of local authorities and the central authority and also on 

the distance of regions. The control over merchants was gradually declining when the 

distance increased.85 The control of merchants in provinces was rather loose. Hence, 

the breakdown in the control prepared a suitable ground for usurpations of 

producers.86 As the value of the sold product was not paid to the peasants by 

merchants who bought it, they had to seek their rights in the courts. For instance, a 

certain Mehmet who was a producer from Korfu Kalye of the kaza of Midye, could 

not get the money that he was due from the coal that he sold. 87 Again, in the capital 

city, two people who were coal sellers, Hacl Ali and Osman, bought 50,000 vukiyye / 

84 See" ... bundan akdem zila olunan kuzza1arda ve Istranca dagmda bazl muhtekir1erin olup reaya 
fukarasml kadim karlanndan men' ve kendii taraflanndan odun kesdirUb ve komiir yakdrrilb ziyflde 
baha i1e fiin1uhat ... " ibid. 

85 $evket Pamuk,Yiiz Soruda Osmanh Tiirkiye jktisat Tarihi 1500-1914 (istanbul: 1990), 179. 

86 Ahmet Tabakog1u, " Osmanh Ekonornisinde Fiyat Denetirni " jktisat Fakiiltesi Mecmuas143/1-
4(1984-1985): 179. 

87 BOA. ,A.MKT DV. 68/81, (H.1269, M. 1852). 
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6400 kg. coal from Paskal, but they did not pay his money.88 Another example is the 

conflict between some of the residents of the sanj ak of Vize and a coal merchant, 

Selim. Peasants sold charcoal that they produced to Salim. But the peasants found 

themselves indebted to Selim.89 Generally, in the region, the producer sold the coal 

to the tradesman and thus sent it to Istanbul. However, many illegal problems arose 

due to this relationship built between the Istanbul market and the region. 

We see that the organization which was established between peasants and 

charcoal merchants could easily become an area of conflict in the marketing stage of 

the commodity. In this situation, peasants tried to find alternative ways, because they 

wanted to sell their product in the way that they wanted. Thus, they wanted the center 

to inform them about whether or not they could sell their products to whomever they 

wished, that is to market their products by themselves.9o This initiative of the 

peasants could be seen as a step to break monopolies on the regional trade. They 

wanted to undertake the marketing of the product in order to overcome the obstacles 

that they met constantly at this stage. The fact that the government favored some 

particular groups of tradesmen was the biggest source of the trouble. Because of that, 

the markets were getting narrower, which affected the producer negatively. The 

producer had problems in selling the products and could not get back what they 

expected. 

88 BEO. ,AMKT. DV. 193/82, (H. 1264, M.1847). 

89 BEO., AMKT. DV. 151/68, (H. 1264, M.1847). 

90 See " ... ahftlinin hark ve 'irnal eyedigi k6miirii istedikleri mahalle satmalannda rnahalli ve 
Derseadet<;e bir gUne mahzur var nndlr yokmudur ve bu veslle ile bor<;lu olanlar dahi hark ettikleri 
k6miiriin ashftb-l matluba venneyiibde sfti'r m?halle satmalan ... " Ibid. 
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c-Problems between Charcoal Producers and State Officials 

State Officials.in kaza of Vize and kaza of Midye of the sanjak of KIrkilise 

disturbed the people who were working in woodcutting areas. They in a way forced 

the local people to provide fuel for their own needs.91 To end this situation, people 

sought a solution from the state by sending petitions frequently. For instance, in a 

petition sent by ismail Agazade, it was explained how the inspector of the forest of 

Midye and the cavalry official made things difficult in inspecting and loading 

products. People who were charged with the protection of forests in the region 

sometimes engaged in illegal tasks. For example, in 132411906, Emin Efendi who 

was the Forest Cavalry Official ofMidye smuggled charcoal from Menupesto Forest, 

which belonged to the state. In another case, after an investigation a tax-farmer, 

Yaf;lar Efendi, was found guilty of assisting in the smuggling of charcoal. Again, 

Mustafa Aga who was the cavalry forest official in Istlranca embezzled an amount of 

money out of the forest revenue of months of July and August.92 State officials 

sometimes usurped their position against producers. 

91 BEO., NGG. ,5691.29319, (H. 1310, M. 1892). 

92 BOA. , SD. EDiRNE 1939/22, (H. 1320, M. 1902). 
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E:- TRANSPORTATION OF THE PRODUCT 

Transportation was one of the important stages in meeting the necessities of 

Istanbul. 93 Thus the transportation system of the region cannot be evaluated 

separately from the production mechanism. Transportation by ship was more 

advantageous since its cost was quite low.94 

1- Ports that Sent Products from KIrkkilise and Its 

Hinterland to Istanbul 

As most food and raw material needs of Istanbul were carried here by way of 

sea, the state was interested in a system that linked the ports of the Aegean Sea and 

the Black Sea to Istanbu1.95 As part of a wide organization, there were some ports 

that were assigned for meeting the fuel needs ofIstanbu1.96 

Sea transportation was the most important means of transportation of 

Klfkkilise and its hinterland to Istanbul. Hence, the regional ports participated in a 

trade organization in the Rumelian costs of the Black Sea.97 They were closely 

related to Istanbul. In this trade organization, certain parts that were located in towns 

93 Mantran, jstanbul, 84. 

94 Gillan, 72-73 . 

95 Serap Y Ilmaz, " 1823 'te istanbul ile Osmanh Eyaletleri Arasmda Deniz Y olu ile ili~kiler. " 
Osmanlz Ansiklopedisi 3 (1999): 638. 

96 See " ... Yoros kazasma bagh Ali Bahadrr,Tarlaba~1 ve ikiyakah; Kandrra nahiyesine bagh Dikili, 
Cebeci, Deliklikaya; $ile 'ye bagh Kabakoz, Akr;:akilise, isa, Yorguncu , imrah, Mahmud deresi 
;Midye nahiyesine bagh Sandal iskelesi, Silivriye bagh Papash islelesi; $eyhlere bagh Kumcegiz ve 
Kefken iskeleleri idi ... " Aynural, 564. 

97 See "Ermeni Deresi, Midye , Siroz , Ayapoli, iyneada, Fi1agor, Ahtebolu, Kirpialh, <;:ingane iske1esi, 
Siizebo1u, Proz, Birgoz. "Hali1 Kutluk, Tiirkiye Ormanczlzgz jle jzgili Vesikalar 1487-1923(Ankara: 
Tanm Bakanhgl, 1948),685. 
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that had coasts were reserved for the transportation of firewood and charcoal to 

Istanbul. We see among kazas of the sanjak of Vize that transported commodities to 

Istanbul, Saray and Erekli. In, Erekli, Sultan <;iftligi, Eski Erekli and Diyebazh ports 

were the ports that were assigned for this task. Nefsi Midye, Demiriye and Istavroz 

ports were the ports of the kaza ofMidye which again served this aim.98 

As a result, regions and ports on the western coast of the Black Sea 

that were assigned for Istanbul took a great place. Among 22 centers, there were 

three active ports that were located in Vize, Midye and iyneada. These three ports 

played a major role in the trade with Istanbul. They became important centers in 

taking the grape of the region to Istanbul. Of course, this port contributed to the 

economy of the region. 

2- Types of Ships, Their Cargoes and the Crew 

It was very important to choose proper ships for the Black Sea, as the sea 

receive storms. When we look at the types of ships that linked the region to Istanbul, 

we see r;ektirme, brik martiko, r;enber, be§ r;ijie, and r;atalkzr;lz. 99 The number of 

people in these ships as crew was at most twelve for be§r;ijie, seventy-five for 

r;ektirme, twenty-two for birik, forty-four for r;enber and eighty-eight for matriko. 

These ships were not so big in size. Matriko was the largest ship that could carry up 

to 300 tone. 100 

98 BOA. , AMKT. 107153,( H.1264, M.1847); AMKT. 110116, (H. 1264,1847). 

99 ismail Oguz, " M. 1822 Tarihinde istanbul Limamndaki Bir Haftahk Deniz Ticareti Mal, Vaslta, 
Miirettebat. " ( PH. D. diss. , Bahkesir Universitesi Sosyal Bilimler Enstitiisii Tarih Egitimi Anabilim 
Dah, 1995): 20-23. 

IOOibid. ,21. 
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These vehicles were sent loaded especially with charcoal and timber. But, 

these ships were sent from Istanbul to the region as unloaded. In the documents, 

there is no record of the name of a passenger. Non-Muslim, especially Greek

Orthodox people constituted the majority of captains. 101 

In 1823, when we evaluate the sea link between Istanbul and provinces by 

using the data of a single week, we reach some general conclusions: Firstly, almost 

all ships that left Istanbul toward the Marmara and the Aegean were unloaded. 

Secondly, most of the ships were small in size. Lastly, the fleet was generally 

composed of r;ektirme. 102 And, the local trade of KIrkkilise and its hinterland was 

more or less similar to this picture. 

The fact that vessels coming from Istanbul to the region were empty, was a 

result of the characteristic feature of the center. As it had been in the previous 

periods, the feeding system that survived during 19th century, has been the base of 

that feature. The fact that the tonnage of the vessels was not that big, doesn't mean 

that regional trade was unimportant. The purpose was providing a continuous service 

to Istanbul, be it big or small. 

101 BOA. ,BMMK jGE 270, genel no: 23649, (H. 1238, M. 1822). 

102 Yllmaz, 642. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

IRON 

In this chapter we will mainly focus on the nature of relations that were 

established between the miners of the region and Istanbul. This includes the analysis 

of the production of the iron ore, the administration of mines, the production season 

and its amount. Moreover, the position of Ahbolu 103 and Aydos 104 which were two 

regions that were responsible for meeting the needs of miners that worked in 

Samakocuk will be illustrated. And also, we will deal with the importance of sea 

trade on the economy of the region. 

Samakocuk was a settlement area of the nahiye of Midye where the 

inhabitants engaged in mining. Mines in Samakocuk had also been used before the 

19th century. For instance, during the conquest of Istanbul, Mehmed IT used iron 

mines of Samakocuk in casting artillery. Again, Selim IT appointed Kiilabi~ Ahmet 

Pa~a for the administration of Demirkoy 105mines and also for this aim he sent 

laborers to Europe. 106 In another instance, in a petition sent by the inhabitants of 

Samakocuk 107 of Midye (nahiye) of the sanjak of Vize, people explained that they 

had been, for a long time, sending charcoal to Istanbul by burning wood and charcoal 

in Korfukalye, ineabad and Ayapolu groves and also producing helon (raw iron) for 

103 Ahbolu: It is a city in Bulgaria. 

104 Aydos: It is a village in Bulgaria. 

105 Demirk6y, known as Samakocuk, is a settlement between Vize and Karadeniz. 

106 Karayam, 184-185. 

\07 See appendix, map 4, Edime Vilayet Salnamesi 130111883 . 
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the Tersane-i Amire. lOS Of course, the expression of" a long time" was the indication 

of the service of the region to Istanbul for years in the development stage of this 

region. Therefore, iron played a great role in the progress of the region. Iron was one 

of the sources of income of Midye. In Samakocuk of Midye raw iron was mined 

especially for the Tersane-i Amire and helon was submitted to the dockyards in 

Kaslmpa9a.109 Again from the ateliers of Samakocuk humbaral10 yuvarlaklll and 

danel12 were sent to Tophane, Hask6y and Kaslmpa9a.113 Especially, in the Tophane-

i Amire, artillery casting was carried out in places which were called imalathane, 

karhane and dokiimhane. 114 It is understood from the documents that the state used 

iron that was mined in this region in the military facilities. The Tersane-i Amire and 

Tophane-i Amire met their iron needs from Samakocuk. 

108 BOA., C.jKTS. 1430, (H.1230, M. 1814). 

109 BOA, C. BAH. 1648, (H.1229, M.1813); C. BAH. 3688 (H. 1237, M. 1821). 

110 a kind of military equipment which was made of iron. It was a round piece of equipment and the 
inside was empty. 

111 Again a kind of military equipment. 

112 missile 

I \3 See " ... Haskoy ve Kasunpa~a da matlub buyrulan t~fuu tamamen eda ve tesl, m eylediiklerini ve 
timur mlibayasl humbara ve yuvarlak ve danelerin klilliyetlu helonun mevcudadma mevkUt olmaktan 
na~i Samakocuk karyesinin ... "BOA. , C.ML. 20679, (H.1216, M. 1801) 

114 Salim Aydiiz , " Tophane-i Amire MUfjtemilatJ.. " Osmanh Ansiklopedisi 5 (1999): 651. 
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A-THE MINING POLICY OF THE OTTOMANS ANDSAMAKOCUK 

The importance of iron for the state will be understood better, when 

the use of iron that was processed in Samakocuk in the military facilities of the state 

like the Tersane-i Amire and Tophane-i Amire is considered. Due to this fact, the 

approach of the state to the iron mines was rather meticulous in providing constant 

production and administration. They also tried to provide for the administration of 

mines in the region without confusion and disorder. As a rule the Ottoman State 

accepted continuous production in mines and took every measure to obtain this. 115 

As a result, it can be said that the state took the monopoly of the 

production of mines and distribution' of these products 116 because of the importance 

of mines both all over the Empire in general and in Samakocuk in particular. This 

monopolistic approach to mines showed itself in the consideration of the state as its 

own asset so that the production distribution occurred only according to rules that 

were established by the state. Moreover, this monopoly could also be observed in the 

determination of marketing areas and of the amounts of these products. 1 
17 

115 Fahrettin Tlzlak, Osmanlz Doneminde Keban- Ergani Yoresinde Madencilik 1775-1850 ( Ankara, 
Tfuk Tarih Kurumu Baslmevi 1997),4. 

116 Quataert, The Ottoman Empire 1700-1922, 71. 

117 The Encyclopedia ofIslam, 5th ed. s. v. " Madin. " 
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1- The Administration of Mines 

The administration of mines in the Ottoman Empire was a complicated 

subject. The main reason of this could be that the methods of mine management were 

not the same in all of mines throughout the Empire. That is to say, the management 

of mines changed according to the needs of time, the type of the mine and the interest 

of the state. But, this does not mean there were not common techniques in the 

administration of mines. For instance, whatever its administrative way, the 

connection of mines to villages and kazas with some responsibilities and also 

exemptions were maintained continiuosly provided constantly without any change in 

time. That is to say, the administrative methods of mines sometimes changed 

according to time and place but the management models remained the same III 

principal and they were applied without change.1l8 

The state determined the way of administration of mines because of the miri 

regime that was applied also to mining. This approach could be seen clearly in mines 

that were especially used for the military.119 About the working mechanism of the 

mining sector we can say that as they were the most abundant source of the Empire, 

they always remained in the hands of the state 120 as mukdta 'a 121. 

In the Ottoman practice an individual had a right to manage the mine if in his 

field a mine was found or if he discovered a mine in an abandoned area. The method 

118 Donald Quataert, " 19. yy da Osmanh da Madencilik, ": 914. 

119 Ziya Enver Karal,Osmanlz Tarihi 8 (Ankar: Tfuk Tarih Kurumu, 1976): 245-246. 

120 Vedat EIdem, Osmanlz jmparatorlugunun jktisadi $artlarz Hakkmda Bir Tetkik (Ankara:Tfukiye i~ 
Bankasl, 1970),91. 

121 Mukiita la: A branch of the public revenue of farmed out for a term of years for a fixeds sum, the 
farmer collecting the dues for his own account. 
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that was followed in the mines of the Ottoman State was called emanet. In this 

method, the state sent an official emin, Moreover, depending on the size of the mine 

and the number of laborers; sufficient capital was also given to the official. And also 

sending mining products to Istanbul was one of the emins ' responsibilities. I22 

2- The Exploration of New Mines and Opening Them to Management 

To start the managament of a mine, two main stages were needed. The first 

stage was the exploration of a mine and getting permission from the mint. Bringing 

in the necessary services for the administration of a mine was the second stage. In the 

Ottoman State, the opening of a mine was possible only with the permission of the 

Ministry of Mint. I23 We see the concern of the state about mines in the orders that 

were sent to administrators. It was ordered to locate the places of new mines between 

Edirne and Filibe on a map.I24 The center applied some methods for the exploration 

of new mines. One of them was sending some people with the name of arayzcz 

(explorer) to explore new mines. I25 In the second method, people who were 

appointed as Maden Emini undertook investigations for new mines. Lastly, people 

who informed the state about the possible regions of new mines were rewarded. I26 

The procedure of getting the permission was that first of all the emin of a. 

mine or the notables of a certain place examined the explored mine that was found in 

their own region of authority. Then, if the administration required, an example from 

122 Tlzlak, 11. 

123 Yiiksel, 95. 

124 BOA. , C. DRB. 928, (R. 1281, M. 1864) 

125 Ne~et <;agatay, "Osmanh imparatorlugunda Maden i~letme Rukuku, "AUDiTeD 211 (1943) : 
121. 

126 Tlzlak, 140 . 
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the mine would be sent to the Mint in Istanbul. If the minister of the Mint believed in 

the administration of the mine, he would inform the grandvizier. Then, the 

grandvizier would inform the Sultan of the situation to send an order for the opening 

f h 
. 127 o t e new mme. 

After getting the permission, services to the mine or the mining region had be 

obtained. 128 Then, a sufficient number of laborers and miners were employed under 

his management. Moreover, depending on the size of the mine and the number of 

laborers, sufficient capital was given to the emin. The emin spent this capital to fulfill 

the production in the mine systematically and to sell these products in the name of 

the state. 129 

Laborers were one of the important components of the mines in the Ottoman 

. . 130 M . hi h I h . d mmmg sector. oreover, m t s sector, t ere were some peop e w 0 came 

needed charcoal and stump to the region. Furthermore, there were again some people 

who carried raw iron and the processed product to required places and provided the 

needs of miners and their animals. Lastly, there were guardians who were hired to 

protect mines and miners. As a result, either directly or indirectly mining was an 

important source of income for many people in this area.131 In the administration of 

Ottoman mines, there was a division of labor between villages that were located 

127 Ibid. ,95. 

128 Yiicel Ozkaya, 17. Yy da Osmanlz Kurumlarz ve Osmanlz Toplum Yatja/2tlsl, (Ankara: Kiiltiir ve 
Turizm Bakanhgl, 1985), 299. 

129 Yiiksel, l3. 

130 <;agatay, " Osmanh imparatorlugunda Maden Hukuku. ": 117. 

131 Fahrettin TIZlak, 2. 
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around the mine region. As it was forbidden for laborers to leave the region, the emin 

of a mine was responsible for cases among laborers or between laborers and 

others. 132 

Again, a military force was sent to the region to provide security. After these, 

the settlement needs of people who would work there were met. Therefore, houses 

for these people were built to meet the necessities of these people, along with shops .. 

Moreover, to provide the fulfillment of religious duties of these people, mosques, 

churches and so on were constructed. Lastly, stables for the animals of the emin and 

other people and also for the animals that were used to carry ore and coal were 

built. 133 Therefore, each mining region was a kind of settlement area.134 

3- The Relation Between Samakocuk and Its Dependent Areas 

Food needs oflaborers of mines and money to meet these needs were paid as 

tax by people who lived in other towns and villages.135 And some areas which were 

also connected with mines provided coal for mines, and in return for this, they were 

exempted from the tax. The daily needs of laborers and other people who were 

coming in from outside were met systematically. Their needs were provided by the 

surroundings. That is, their needs were brought near them by the mine 

administration. 136 For example; in a proposal presented by Yusuf Aga, to the 

132 lA. , 5th
, 976. 

133 TIzlak, 96. 

134 Faroqhi , Towns and Townsmen of Ottoman Anatolia: Trade Crafts and Food Production in an 
Urban Setting (Cambridge: 1984),23. 

135 Adnan Giz" Demir Uzerine, " istanbul Sanayi OdaSI Dergisi 5 (1970): 2l. 

136 TIzlak:, 186-217. 
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Sublime Porte, there was an indication of an organization to meet the needs of miners 

by the inhabitants of the kaza of Aydos. From Aydos, 6000 kile(bushel)/145.290.000 

kg of hznta(wheat), 4000 kile/96.860 of cornelian cherry and 2000 kile148.430 of rye 

were sent to Samakocuk. 137 Again, in the documents we see that for the needs of 

laborers who were working in the ateliers of mine casting and in the production of 

ore, helon and yuvarlak were sent from Aydos by sea.138 Accordingly, food for coal 

miners was brought to the region thanks to an established system. Aydos was an 

important part of this system. The region was divided according to its potentialls. 

Samakocuk was only expected to meet the food need of this region. 

a-Problems that Arose in the Places that had a Connection with Samakocuk: 

Ahbolu and Aydos were two regions that were responsible for meeting the 

needs of miners that worked in Samakocuk.139 The peasants who were living in kazas 

of Samakocuk had left their homeland because of one of the imperial campaigns. In 

124911833 they were once settled in a kaza of the sanjak of <;irmen, but then their 

return to the homeland was ordered. Some of them returned, but as many of them 

opposed, there arose some problems. Once, the inhabitants of Ahbolu were serving 

as komiirke§ people who worked for coal in the mine and helonke§ people who 

worked in the production of ore- for the Doktimhane-i Amire. So, in this situation, 

there occurred a crisis. To provide the return of these people to their homeland, the 

volvoda of Ahbolu sent an order to the governor of <;irmen. On the other hand, the 

137 BOA., HH. 1653, (H. 1237, M.1821). 

138 BO A. , HH. 16462, (H.1235, M.1819). 

139 BOA. ,HH. 16462, (H.1235, M 1819); C.iKTS. 453, (H. 1249, M. 1833). 
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inhabitants of Ahbolu complained about their situation in the court and they 

demanded the return of peasants who had migrated to Edirne, since the remaining 

people were burdened with the responsibilities of these people in the production of 

helon and dane yuvarlak. Hence, as a result of this situation, they were in 

difficulty.140 This situation in Ahbolu was affecting negatively both the inhabitants of 

the area and Samakocuk, which the area was connected to The center however 

always tried to provide continuity of the system's working .The inhabitants of the 

region who made their living from mining were more dependent on the Ottoman 

State than other regions. Mining had a special place in the Ottoman economy. 

Undoubtedly, it was the case in the 16th century, in the 19th century too, iron was 

necessary in the first degree the production and the marketing and also the 

inhabitants of the region were controlled more strictly by the Ottoman State. 141 

Ahbolu and Aydos were regions meeting the food needs of Samakocuk. When the 

connection between these regions was lost due to several reasons this, brought about 

problems as mentioned above. 

140 See " ... Samakocuk Dokiimhfme-i Amiresine merbUt komfuke~ ve helonke~ olmagla madii'z zikr 
kaza-i ahire hicret ve iskan eden re ' ayanm dahi Samakocuga mfuetteb hark ve nakl edecekleri komfu 
ve helon ve dane ve yuvarlaklardan hisseleri olan hizmetleri dahl gem kalanlannm iizerine tahmll 
olundukya tahammiil edemeyfib baki kalan re' ayaIDlz dahl bir taraftan hazar etmekte ... " BOA. , 
CJKTS. 453 (--------). 

141 Faroqhi, Towns and Townsmen, 187. 
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B-PRODUCTION 

1- The Construction of Institutions of the Ore Productio'n 

After providing all the necessities for people who worked III mmes, the 

institutions that would be used for the production and processing of ore were built. 

For instance, as the existent pits were not sufficient, new pits were built. To build a 

pit in Samakocuk not only the inhabitants of the region but also people who lived in 

the vicinity worked together. In this organization, there were the inhabitants of 

KIrkkilise, Edime, Pmarba~l, Saray and Vize. Required material and labor force for 

the building of a pit were sent from these regions to Samakocuk that was the center 

f 
.. 142 o mmmg. 

As the pits of the Foundry were not sufficient, new pits were added which 

was required as part of an organization to broaden the Foundry. Of course, to provide 

the continuity of the Foundry new pits had to be added. The new pits required 

material and a labor force differentiated according to the size of the pit. For instance, 

el-Hac Yusuf Aga, who was the nazzr of Samakocuk, founded a new pit with 70 ox 

carriages, 15 carriage and 155 people. The wages of these people were paid by the 

nazzr. Mimar Aga would decide whether or not this number of people was enough 

for the mine,143 as projects that were approved by the state were fulfilled by 

142 BOA. , C. iKTS. 478, (R. 1236, M. 1845). 

143 See " ... Samakocuk Nazm el- hac Yusuf Aga kullannm varid olan bir lat' a takrl r-i mealinde. 
Sarnakocuk Karhanesinde mevcut 3 lat' a ocak arasma muceddiden bir ocak ve mahall-i miinasibine 3 
ocak in~asma idareten seniye-i teallik idub zikr olunan ocaklar ile komur cevheri ic;:un 2 kIt' a-i kebl r 
magazalar ebniyesine elzem ta~ ve kirec;: uc;:er saat mesafeden celbi lazlm gelmekte ... Krrkkilise 
kazasmdan 30 kIt' a araba ve 50 nefer 'amele ve Edirne kazasmdan 20 kIt' a araba ve 40 nefer duvarcl 
ve Pmarhisan kazasmdan 20 kIta araba ve 30 nefer 'amele ve 1 ocak 10 nefer kiremitc;:i ve tuglacl ve 
Saray ve Vize kazasmdan kezalik 15 kIt' a .. 25 nefer 'amele emsiiline nazaran yevmiye1eri tarafmdan 
verilmek ~artlyla tertlb ve t' ayin ... " Ibid. 
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mimarba:jl and his assistants. These officials were responsible for the general plan of 

each task and also for the organization of the work in the construction area. 144 

2- Types and Amounts of Mines that were Produced in Samakocuk 

The size and the type of dane and yuvarlak which were sent from Samakocuk 

Foundry were different. Ore was sent to Istanbul in different sizes and weights such 

as yuvarlak, dane-i humbara, be§ delikli dane, yuvarlak yatagz, kale kundagz, maden-

i sefine misket and helon. 145 Again, the diameters of dane, yuvarlak and misket were 

different. 146 

The production of yuvarlak and humbara which were produced in the iron 

mine of Samakocuk was more stable than other products. So, it can be said that in the 

Foundry the production was mostly based onyuvarlak and humbara. 

144 Faroqhi, Towns and Townsmen, 24. 

145 BOA., A.MKT. 110116, (H. 1264, M. 1847); ML. 360, (H. 1261, M. 1845). 

146 See ... "In 1257: 75589 item yuvarlak,33.473 item dane-i humbara,6628 item dane-i rnisket ,a item 
kal' a kundagl..,77 item ahen-i yuvarlak yatagl. 
In 1258: 116032 item yuvarlak, 36.677 dane-i humbara, 112.306 'adet dane-i rnisket, 1.282 item be~ 
delikli dane,8.797 item dane-i helon humbara. 
In 1259: 75.146 item yuvarlak, 39.646 item dane-i humbara,108.849 item dane-i rnisket. 
In 1260: 91119 item yuvarlak, 61.482 item dane-i humbara, 31.162 byye dane rnisket. 
In 1261: 83.850 itemyuvarlak, 5.0581 itemdane-i humbara, 31.162 dane-i rnisket, 3.668klyye ecnas-
1 §ikes dane-i yuvarlak, 333.326 item yuvarlak ,166.986 item humbara ,2182 item be§ delikli dane-i 
humbara, 435.369 item dane-i rnisket, 6 yuvarlak yatagl, 10.748 byye helon. 
In 1274: 24.000 item dane-i humbara, 9200 aded havan .... , danesi, 500 aded havan danesi, 22.500 item 
yuvarlak, 280.000 rnisket danesi, 24.700 aded havan .. , 2.900 item humbara danesi, 4.800 item be~ 
delikli, 50.000 itemrnisket danesi ... " BOA, ML. 360, (H.1261, M.l845); ML 838, (H.1275, M. 1858). 
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In the diagram that was drawn for four years, we see that while the amount of 

the yuvarlak produced in 1258/1857was 124,292, the minimum amount was 22,500 

in 1274/1857 .147 

Yuvarlak 

124.292 

82.322 

75.146 

E 73.930"·::'::::':.'.' . 

. :lll 

22.500 .................................. , ... " ........... , .... , ........ ,., ........ , ... , .... " .. :, .. ,., .. , ......... ,',. 

L-__ --j __ -+ __ +-_--j,....-_--+ __ Year 

1250 1258 1259 1260 1274 

diagram 1 148 

In this diagram, in the first four years there occurred an increase in 

humbara production, but in 1274/1857 a dramatic fall was under consideration. On 

the other hand, we see that the type of produced mine was diverse in12741 1857 

while the amount of the production was decreasing, the variety of production 

increased. 149 

147 BOA. , ML. 360, (H. 1250, M. 1834). 

148 ibid 

149 Ibid. 
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The amount of the production changed each year. The type of the production 

was prepared with certain molds. Iron that was shaped in different sizes and weights 

was sent to the Tersane-i Amire and Tophane-i Amire Administrations for military 

facilities from the Samakocuk Foundry. 

2- Season 

The season was the most important factor that affected iron production 

directly. The season of processing in all the state-owned mmes throughout the 

Empire was summer. Although the period was determined as between Nevruz -21 

March- and RUZ-l Kaslm -7 November, that is 7,5 months, generally the season 

started on RUZ-l HlZlr -6 May- and ended on RUZ-l Kaslm. 151 The aim of this seasonal 

program was to overcome the difficulties of winter, because it was very difficult to 

go to mines that were located in a mountainous region and to work and transport in 

the winter. On the other hand, droughts in the summer led to some problems in 

150 ibid. 

151 lA., 5th 
, 976. 
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transportation. For example, in the beginning of the nineteenth century of helon that 

was submitted from the village of Samakocuk to Tophane, only 190,000 vukiyye 

1243.2 kg.could be carried to the ports and the remaining amount, that is 30,000 

vukiy'yeI38.4kg. could not be sent. 152 In addition, earring coal that was used in 

burning furnaces, cuttings stumps and earring them to mines or to places where 

furnaces were established was rather difficult. In the winter, it was very difficult to 

get the required heating degree that was necessary for ore processing and burning 

furnaces. Above all, it was required that processing in mines should take place in the 

summer to prevent problems that could possibly occur as a result of seasonal 

conditions. Again, the transportation was in the same scope as the transfer of ore that 

was processed in the mine to the ports was required. Due to these difficulties, the 

period of burning furnaces was rather limited.153 

So, seasonal conditions affected directly both production and transportation. 

For instance, in Te§rin-i Evvel 125711841, komiirke§, cevherke§ and ocakclyan 

laborers submitted 83,871 klyye/l07.354.80 kg.coal/54 but in Kanun-l Evvel 

125711841, 419,5 klyye/536.96 kg ore and 2,230 klyyel2.854.4 kg. coal were 

submitted. 15S So, falls in production during months could be seen. Again, in 

152 See " ... Samakocuk karyesinin beher sene bervech ocakbk mubayasmdan Tophaneye teslim ede 
geldikleri 220.000 viikiyye helondan 190.000 viikiyye helon hazrr ve amade ve iskeleye nakil 
edildiklerini iriid-l cedi'd defterdar efendi etebamdan muba~ir Mehmed kullan muvacihinde takri'r 
eylediklerini bu sene-i mubarekede kurak ve sularm klIleti derkar ve bundan akdemce Midye 
havalisinin muhafazasma Rumeli Valisi HakkI Pa~a Hazretleri tarafmdan yaplbrdl bir miktar asker ile 
mi'r-i mirandan Siileyman Pa~aYl t' ayin ve irsal ve el-yevm karye-i. merkUm muhiifazasl ile ikamet 
uzere olmagla zimmetlerinde baki kalan 30.000 vukiyye helonu RUZ-l Kaslmdan lO gun mukaddem 
eda ve tesli'm muteahhid olduklann ... " BOA, C.ML. 20679, (Hl216.,M1801). 

153 IA., 5th
, 976. 

154 BOA. ,ML.MSF. 3139, (H.1257, M. 1841). 

155 BOA. ,ML.MSF. 3384, (H.1257, M.1841). 
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125911843, dane and yuvarlak that were produced in the Foundry were sent to 

warehouses in Ine Ada two times on RUZ-l HlZlr and RUZ-l Kdslm. The transportation 

amount to the warehouse in iyneada on RUZ-l HlZlr was 627,122 klyye/802.716.16 

kg. and on RUZ-l Kdslm, it was 34,325. So, the production on RUZ-l Hlzlr was rather 

high. I56 

Mining was not a sector that could provide continuous operation. The 

schedule that was arranged to determine the working period was prepared according 

to seasonal conditions. I57 

156 BOA. ,ML. MSF. 4679, (R. 1260, M. 1844). 

157 Yiiksel, 35. 
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C-LABOR FORCE 

1- Materials that were provided for mines and laborers 

It was an important matter to obtain materials in order to manage the Foundry 

systematically, Foundry necessties such as hemp, flax, coal, ore basket, wooden 

gurdal, and for animals straw, oat, and vetch were met out of the Foundry's budget. 

Among the working people, there were directors, engineers, clerks, kocabwj (the 

head of the village council), woodchoppers, port officials, scribers, storekeepers, 

serencar, carpenters, molders, drivers, guardians, and gendarme. They were paid 

thl h · . 158 mon y §e rzyarz. 

Laborers in mines were one of the main components in the production in 

mines, as they produced ore, which was the most difficult work.159 What kind of 

division of labor existed among the group that was called ocakczyan laborers. It is 

very difficult to find an answer to this question in the documents. But, we can say 

that there were cevherke§ and komiirke§ groups, which were parts of the ocakciyan 

laborers. To produce ore in the mines, coal as a basic material was needed. People 

who carried or submitted coal to the mine were possibly known as komiirke§ 

laborers. And, people who mined iron were called cevherke§. These people were 

taking their wages daily according to the amount of ore or coal that they submitted. 

Non-Muslim people constituted the majority of those that worked in the Foundry 

both as officials and laborers who worked as ocakciyan, komiirke§ and cevherke§.160 

158 See " ... malUmiit-1 mezkUra is;un ticret ve mtibiiye' at bahiislyla rna 'Himat-l mezkUradan iskeleye 
nakil ve tenzil olunanlann ticret-i nakliyeleri ve badema ve memuri n ~ehriyeleri ... " BOA. ,ML.MSF 
4679, (H.1259, M. 1843). 

159 IA. ,5th , 976. 

160 BOA. ,ML.MSF. 3196, (H.1257, M.1841). 
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For example, in Kanun-z Evve11257/1841, all the people who worked as laborers in 

the mine and transporters were non-Muslims. 161 

2-Problems in Labor Force of Mines 

It was the duty of the local state officials to find sufficient laborers for the 

mine. Regions that were engaged in mining were more dependent on the center than 

other regions. Especially, in time of a war people were forced to provide the enough 

number of laborers in the mines. Local governors tried to prevent the working of 

necessary laborers for other co-workers who were responsible for villages in the 

vicinity. 162 

In a proposal that was sent by Tophane Mu§irligi for the reorganization of the 

Samakocuk Foundry, it was required that in order to find necessary laborers officers 

should be used. But, they worked only to guard the foundry. Laborers would take 

their wages for the time they spent in the foundry.163 Using military force to provide 

the necessary laborers could mean that both wages and working conditions of the 

mine were not satisfactory. Yusuf Aga , who was the nazzr of Samakocuk, demanded 

an ox carriage, bricklayers and unskilled construction workers from the kaza of Vize 

in order to build four new pits and two stores for the karhane of Samakocuk, but as 

their transfer was delayed, there occurred some problems. 164 

161 See " ... Panayot, Yorgi, Dimitri, Konstantin, Todori, Dimo, Dimitraki, Todoraki, Yani, Vasiliko, 
Yorgaki, Mihail, Nikola, Hristo, Anderya ... " ibid. 

162 Faroqhi, Towns and Townsmen, 185-188. 

163 BEO. ,Edirne Ayniyat Defteri 8211423, p. 148, (H. 1287, M.1870). 

164 BOA. , C.DRB. 699, (H. 1236, M. 1820). 
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D-REASONSFOR DECREASE IN PRODUCTION AND SAMAKOCUK 

The main reason for the decline of production in mines was the destruction of 

forest. There were different factors involved in this process of destruction, the main 

ones being the system of processing in the iron mines and the attitude of the villagers 

The problem for the Foundry was the fall in the production that resulted from the 

destruction of forests where coal and stump were provided.165 At this point, it should 

be emphasized that the coal required for the processing of ore had to be produced 

from high-quality fuel, because to get enough heat to melt ore, a lot of coal needed to 

be burnt. However, if coal was high-quality like oak charcoal, the necessary heat 

could be provided with a little amount. As trees in the vicinity of mines were 

exhausted in time, forests that were very distant began to be used. 166 To prevent this, 

it was required that forests should be under the control of the Foundry. As the decline 

in carriage of coal from remote places was decided, there arose transportation 

problems. If the coal was to come from distant regions by ship, the coal needed 

firstly to be carried from that region to the port and then from the port to the foundry. 

Another alternative was to get the coal from closer regions. In this case, forests 

around iyneada were found suitable on the condition that out of seven bridges that 

provided a link with iyneada four needed to be rebuilt and others needed to be 

repaired so that they could be open for transportation. 167 

All these clearly show the harmful effects of forest destruction to the 

economic capacity of the region. For this reason, the state wanted the utilization of 

165 Tlz1ak, 146. 

166 BOA. ,AMKT.UM. 295173, (H. 1274, M. 1857). 

167 BOA. ,Edirne Ayniyat Defteri 8211423, p. 148. (H. 1287, M. 1870). 
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coal mines by people. For instance, a coal mine in the Vize kaza of the sanjak of 

Klrkilise was given to <;orlulu Halil and ibrahim for 99 years.l68 In fact, this was a 

step to prevent forest destruction by promoting the usage of coal instead of charcoal 

which was provided from forests. 

Another factor causing the destruction of forests was the attitude of the 

villagers. This issue can be followed in the archival documents. For instance, the last 

period of the nineteenth century, in a proposal sent to Tophane-i Amire upon the 

memorandum of the governor Ahmet Bey, it was explained that the forests around 

the Samakocuk Foundry had been mostly destroyed by villagers. It appeared that the 

villagers cut trees arbitrarily or they uprooted trees to open agricultural fields. For 

example, state officials sold these fields with a deed for agricultural use. l69 So, the 

point should be emphasized that the inhabitants of the area. tried to change their 

forest villager position to agriculturalist. The inhabitants of the region whose main 

sources of income were forest and mine wanted to engage in agricultural production 

by opening new fields in this area. l7O Mining being hardl7 ) and demanding and the 

reduction in iron production, caused the inhabitants to consider with cultivation. 

168 BOA, SD. HU 1245/38, (H.1328, M. 1912); DuiT 17-1/17 (H.l334, M. 1915). 

169bkz " ... rnezkiir doktimhane civiirmda vak' i ormanlarm ahiili tarafmdan agaylar kat' ile kokleri 
sokiilerek tarlalar ayllmakta ve i~bu yerler arazi-yi rnezbfualan canibinden tapu ile satIlrnakta 
oldugundan ve rnahalle-i rnezkfuada bulunan timur rna' deni cevheri kurn gibi ufak ve diineli ve 
toprak ile rnelhilt olarak ve yagmur yagdJkya su ile akarak derelerden rnahsilsen ayl1nu~ olan 
yukurlarm iyine sukilt edilb badehil... tarlalar ayllarak zira' at edilmesi cevherin yagmur suyu ile 
dere1ere inmeyilb tarlalarda toprak iyinde kalrnasma ve bu da bOgIe cesl rn ve zengin bir rna' denin 
serneriitmdan is tirade olunrnayup ... " BOA. , Edime Ayniyat Defteri 8211423, p.148 (H. 1287, M. 
1870). 

170 See " ... rnezkur dokiimhane civannda vaki ormanlann ahali tarafmdan agaylar kat ile sokiilerek 
tarlalar ayIlrnakta ve i~bu birle arazi rnernurlar canibinde tapu ile sahlmakta olduguna ... " BOA. , SD. 
EDiRNE, 1906/64, (H.1288, M.1871). 

171 TIZlak, 141. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

VITICULTURE 

This section aims to investigate the significance of viticulture in the economy 

of KIrkkilise and its hinterland. Within the scope of this investigation, the vineyards. 

in the region and their production capacities will be analyzed. Then, the conditions of 

grapegrowing in the region will be illustrated with special reference to the conditions 

that hindered its production. Lastly, the power relations between the center and the 

region concerning grape growing will be dealt with. That is, the policies of state 

concerning the vineyards and the reaction of grape growers to such policies are 

illustrated. 

Viticulture was indispensable to agriculture. Although the land and climate in 

most parts of the empire were suitable for viticulture, the production remained 

moderate. To have a look at the situation in Europe is revealing when compared to 

that in the Ottoman Empire. In the beginning of the twenteeth century, In France, the 

amount of fields with vineyards was 2.300.000 hectares, and although suffering from 

Filoksera, these yards were producing 1.5 milliard Franc annually. Similarly, in Italy 

and Spain, the corresponding numbers were 1.900.000 and 1.600.000 hectare, 

respectively. When we tum to the Ottoman Empire, it appears that although 2/3 of its 

lands were suitable for grape production, only a small part of it was under 

cultivation. Hence this part of agriculture remained underdeveloped. In 

When we look at the production of grape in Ottoman lands at the end of 19th 

century, such a picture emerges: in 130111883, 75.212.908 kilograms of grape was 

172 Derseadet Ticaret OdaSl Gazetesi, " Mema.lik-i MahrUsa-i $ahiinede Bagclhk. " 30 Rebiyyii'l
Evvel1305/13 Mart 1888, sec. 159, p. 13. 
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produced and this yielded a profit of 145.906.429 kuru§, and in 1302, 84.487.185 

kilograms of grape produced a profit of 182.889.545 kuru§. It appears that in 1302 

production increased 9.247.277 kilograms, and parallel to this the profit had also 

increased 32.983.116 kuru§. When compared to the production of grape and the 

profit that it yielded in the above-mentioned European countries, it becomes apparent 

that relative numbers were rather low in the Ottoman Empire. 173 

Although not very significant in the overall economy of the empire, it appears' 

that grape growing in KIrkkilise and its hinterland contributed remarkably to the 

economy of the region in the 19th century. The products in this scope were grape, 

wine and pekmez (a thick syrup made by boiling grape juice).174 Viticulture gained 

further importance in the region at the end of the 19th century, more specifically in 

1305/1889. This development in the region was accelerated by the decline of grape 

production in France that was caused by Floksera. Therefore, France chose Thrace as 

the suitable place to get high quality grapes that were vital for its worldly famous 

wines of Bordeaux and Marcilia. 175 From then onwards, France became a permanent 

consumer of grapes of the region, especially that ofPapazkarasl. The amount of wine 

exported in 1889 from this region was 40-50 thousand hectoliter. 176 

In accordance with this increasing demand for grape in the region, 

grape growing gained more importance in Klrklareli. In this period the region had 

undergone changes to be able to meet the demand. The available vineyards were 

173 DTOG, " Son iki Sene Zarfmda Memalik-i MahrUsa-i ~ahanenin Mahsulatmm Ihracatina Dair 
Ciidul. "4 Rebiyyi.i'l- Evvel13051 20 EylUl1387, sec. 151, p. 32l. 

174 Yurt Ansiklopedisi, 7th ed. , s.v. " Krrklareli: " 4811. 

175 See" Klrklareli, ~ark6y, Mirafte, Bedre, Dskiip" Ali Rlza Dursunkaya, 95. 

176 DTOG, "Krrkkilise Sancagl. " 8 Muharrem 1308/24 Agustos 1890, sec. 295, p. 397. 
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improved, and widened. Additionally, new suitable areas were appropriated. They 

tried to icrease the production capacity. The total amount of land that was reserved 

for grape production reached 55-60 thousand doniims (1 doniim: 920 or 1000 square 

meters).l77 Klfkkilise coming first, two other sanjaks, namely Vize and Midye were 

also involved in viticulture. In addition to its vineyards; Midye stood out for its 

natural sources like coal and timber. This was due to its topography which was stony 

and rich in forest. These contributed greatly to its economy.178 

As for wine production, the total amount of wine that was produced in 

Klrkkilise in 130511889 was 120-130.000 hectoliter. Out of this, 50-60.000 

hectoliters were red wine, and 30-40.000 hectoliters were white. Other parts of 

KIrkkilise also yielded an annual amount of 20-25.000 hectoliters of red and white 

wine. 179 In 130711891, there were 3661 wine producers in KIrklareli, and they 

produced 6 million 602 thousand okka wine in this year. The revenue that it yielded 

was 639.583 kuru§.180 In 130911891, the area with vineyards in KIrkkilise was 

120,000 doniim. 181 The region exported some of its wine.182 In Midye, the total 

amount of vineyards in 1309/1891 was 1480. The corresponding number for Vize 

177 See " ... Namazgah mevkilnden ba~laYlp , Ahmatya, Karakoy, Seyhandere'ye kadar olan b6lge.' 
Diger bir klSlm Bademlikten Koyunbaba yoluna, Eriklice, Karahldlr'a , Kavakllya kadar olan alan. 
HacIlardan itibaren ba~laYlp AsIlbey'e Balaban dan itibaren ~ehri d6rt bir taraftan yevri1mi~tir... " 
Dursunkaya,88. 

178 Edirne Vi/ayet Salnamesi, 1309/1891,259. 

179 DTOG, "Krrkkilise Sancagl." 8 Muharrem 1308/24 Agustos 1890, sec. 295,p. 397. 

180 Dursunkaya, 96. 

181 Yurt Ansiklopedisi, 7: 4813. 

182 See "1 milyon 896,130 kilo ~arap ihracatmdan 43936 kilo Tiryesteya, 1.533000 kilo 
iskenderiye'ye, 30 bin kilo Bulgaristan'a, 100 bin kilo Rumeli $arkiye g6nderi1mi~ ve 100 bin kilo 
~arapla 500 bin kilo rakl istanbul, Edirne ve civar kazalardan sarf edilmi~tir. " Dursunkaya, 96. 
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was even higher 3926. The latter had also a factory producing raki. 183 It can be seen 

that Klrkkilise was the main center of wine production in the region. The Mustard 

(hardaliye) of Klrkkilise was as famous as its wine. There were shops selling 

KIrkkilise mustard in Istanbul, Sehzadeba~l and Direklerarasl. It was in demand, 

especially in Ramadan, among the Muslim people who did not consume alcoholic' 

drinks. The region also supplemented the market of Istanbul with sucuk (a sweet 

confection made of nuts coated with a paste made of grape molasses) with walnut 

and almond, various kinds ofpekmez, andjams. 184 

183 Edirne Vilayet Salnamesi, 1309/1891,259. 

184 Yurt Ansiklopedisi, 7: 4813. 
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A-VINTAGE 

Vintage used to begin on the 27th of September according to solar 

calendar and lasted twenty days. Various groups of people were involved in this 

organization of gathering grapes. I8S Dogramacls and marangozs (carpenter), 

arabacls (driver or constructor of wheeled vehicles), kupr-us (earthenware jug

maker), r-omlekr-is (potter maker), and tufekr-is (gun-smith) participated in this 

organization. The artisans in the bazaar of tufekr-is were making knives and bzr-aklz 

zzvanas for cutting the bunches of grapes and pruning the vineyard. Barrels of 

varying size for grape must (dip/i §zra fir-z1arz) were also made. The barrels and 

boards for grape must that were produced in the region were both used in the 

domestic market and exported to surrounding areas. I86 

The barrels were of great importance for having delicious wine. They, 

especially those used during vintage, needed to be cleansed carefully. Leaving them 

without cleansing and drying caused the wine stored in them to be spoiled. Barrels 

first had to be washed with water. Then they were dusted with sulfur. In this process 

of sulfuring, a sulfured wick was placed in a bfu'Tel. This prevented the barrel from 

spoiling. After getting the wick out, the stopper was plugged. The same procedure 

was repeated before pouring the wine to the barrel. This prevented the wine to have a 

bad smell. All these contributed to the fame that Ottoman wines had in Europe. I87 

For ~lrahanes dogramaczs and marangozs were producing wooden baskets 

that could carry 5 to 10 okkas of grapes. Arabaczs were responsible for making and 

185 Karayam, 78. 

186 Edirne Vilayet Salnamesi 1293/1876: 131; EdirneVilayet Salnamesi, 128811871, 175. 

187 DTOG. "Sarab Kabl." , 18 Muharrem 130713 Eyliil1890, sec. 246, p. 437. 
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repamng the vehicles to carry the grapes. Kiipr;iis and r;omlekr;is were making 

earthenware jars for pekmez and jam, and jugs for grape must. Hence these artisan 

groups were indispensable to viticulture. They were also vitally important in the 

economic activities of the region, especially in the of domestic market. The wood 

necessary to boil the pekmez were coming from the villages of KIrklareli. During 

vintage, day laborers were hired among the owners of vineyards and villagers to 

gather the grapes and transport them. 188 Parallel to the developments in viticulture, 

more people began to be employed in these crafts which in turn enlarged the 

economic capacity of the region. 

Vintages involved two main stages. Gathering grapes and transporting 

them to §araphane, the place where the wine was produced. The season was critical 

in vintage. Dry weathers without any dew were the most suitable for vintage. 189 Wet 

grapes would produce 5 - 10 % more grape must than the dry ones could but they 

were of lower quality. Vintage needed to last only one day. Gathered grapes were 

squeezed in the same day. In gathering the grapes, scissors and pocketknives were 

used. They were not gathered by hand not to damage them. They were gathered in 

baskets and saddles. 19o During vintage, tents and awnings were pitched along the 

road. Those §lrahanes that were to send the produce the city were inspected by" 

certain officials. 191 In Thrace, wooden baskets made by Greek grape-growers were 

used in transporting the grapes. They could be carried by humans. Gathered grapes 

188 Dursunkaya, 101. 

189 DTOG. "!jarab." 26 Rebiyyii'l- Ahir 1306/30 Arahk 1888, sec. 208, p. 611. 

190 Arif Akrnan, !jarappbk (Ankara:Ankara Oniversitesi 1952 ): 4-5. 

191 Dursunkaya, 102. 
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were carried to the §araphane by animals and vehicles. Grapes were not to be left so 

long in baskets or in a heap in hot weather. In many parts of Thrace, grapes were 

gathered in stone pools and squeezed there by foot. In some places these pools were 

called §lrahane or 9ara§. In Thrace, in small wine-producing factories which were 

not equipped with special equipment for squeezing grape or had no mills, grapes 

were squeezed by foot in woodenl92 holed troughs which were put over big 

cylindrical barrels called kados .193 

192 They were made of wood called r;ifit. 

193 Necati Gi:inenyer, Sarap ve Sarapr;llzk (istanbul: Osrnaney, 1945): 31-33. 
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B- PROBLEMS OF THE PRODUCERS 

The history of viticulture in the town KIrkkilise, which was included in 

Edime province goes as far back as two hundred years. The yield used to be sold 

through the §lrahanes which were of three categories was determined on the basis of 

their storage capacity: ala (big) §lrahane, evaslt (middle) §lrahane, and edna (small) 

§lrahane. Its price was determined in two ways. It was either farmed out (iltizamen) 

as it was the case in tax-collection or given on deposit (emaneten).194 There were 

various authorities involved in the process of determining the tax (o§rltithe) that was 

due to grape. Take for instance the example of Klrkkilise which was producing both 

wine and raki.195 There the authorities involved were: tax-farmer (miiltezim) who was 

farmed out to collect the taxes of a certain region by auction and paid a lump price to 

the central treasury, the notables of the region (muteberan), KIrkkilise Council of 

Administration (idare Meclisi), and Council of Sanjak (Mec1isi Liva).196 

There were problems that arose between these authorities and grape 

producers. The struggle between the tax-farmers and the producers was reflected in 

the documents to a remarkable degree. Tax-farmers sought to profit when they" 

engaged in collecting taxes on behalf of the state. In auction, the tax-farmers offered 

the state a lump sum which was determined by taking into consideration the 

expenditures that a tax-farmer was likely to make in collecting taxes and the potential 

profit.197 A certain amount of the price that was determined by the auction was paid 

194 BOA. ,SD.EDjRNE 191513, (19), (R. 1305, M. 1887). 

195 Edirne Vilayet Salnamesi, 130911891,259. 

196 BOA. ,SD. EDjRNE, 1907159 (3/1), (R. 1288, M. 1872). 

197 ~evket Pamuk, Osmanh Tiirkiye jktisadi Tarihil550-1914, (istanbul: Geryek, 1990), 195. 
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through immediately, and the remaining was to be paid on an installment plan. In this 

kind of contract, it appears that the state, in a way, made use of the tax-farmer by 

making him pay a ready money to it. 198 

With the declaration of the second Constitution, some changes were 

introduced to the system of tax-farming. They appear to have been mostly in favor of 

the tax-farmers. The role of local administrations increased in the process of farming 

out by auction, and it began to work in a more orderly. Tax-farms began to be sold 

by auction to candidates of tax-farmers in the presence of a commission composed of 

an official called mal muduru, who was under the administrative suzerainty of the 

governor of the district (kaymakam), and Council of Administration that was made 

up of the notables of the region.199 

The amount of tax that was due to grape products in the town of 

KIrkkilise in 1288/1871 was calculated in the following way: Big (ala) §lrahanes 

were supposed to pay 25 kuru§, middle (evaslt) ones 23 kuru§, and the small (edna) 

ones 20 kuru§ as tithe (o§r). Upon the complaints of tax-farmers, a member of the 

Committee of KIrkkilise (KIrkkilise Meclisi), namely Tana9 Aga, was sent to the 

town to inspect the situation. Tax-farmers claimed that the amount of tithe was 

determined on a lower level without any recourse to tax-payers, local notables, and 

the tax-farmers. After the inspection, Tana9 Aga confirmed the claim of tax-farmers. 

Subsequently, the amounts were changed to 35 kuru§ for big (ala) §lrahanes, 30 

kuru§ for middle (evaslt), and 25 kuru§ for small (edna) ones. 

198 Osman Okyar, Tilrkiye iktisadi Tarihi Seminer: Metinler Tartl§malari,ed. Osman Okyar and 
H.Unal Nalbandoglu (Ankara: Hacettepe, 1975), 233. 

199 Necdet Sakaoglu " Mtiltezimlerin A§ar Toplama Yontemleri, " Tarih Toplum, 5 (1986): 5-7. 
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In the year 1304/1886, the amount the of tithe appears to have been 

changed in KIrkkilise: 37 kuru§ for big (ala) §lrahanes, 32 kuru§ for middle (evaslt), 

and 27 kuru§ for small (edna) ones. These numbers were also same in its two 

villages, namely Kavakh, and Usklip. In addition, it was also fixed by the Council of 

Administration in Klfkkilise that in retail selling, one klyye of grapes was sold at 10 

pare, with 6 kuru§ as tithe?OO Moreover, upon the request of the tax-farmers, a new 

arrangement was made concerning the prices, that is, a higher price than the one 

offered by the council was determined. In turri, this increase in the amount of tax 

affected the grape producers badly who were supposed to pay it.20l They indicated 

their grievances by sending a petition (istidaname) to the governor (mutasarrif) of 

the sanjak. Upon this petition, Enver Bey, the director of the provincial courthouse 

(Vilayet Adliye Mfidfirti) was sent to KIrkkilise for inspection. In his report, the 

director indicated that the prices determined by the council of the sanjak (Meclis-i 

Liva) as 45 kuru§ for ala, 40 kuru§ for evaslt, and 35 kuru§ for edna §lrahanes were 

not so high as to create a burden on the people. 

It appears that the notables of the region had also played a significant 

role in the decision of the aforementioned director.202 At this point, it is necessary to 

mention the intervention of notables in the power relations of the region. They were 

the group talking and deciding on behalf of the producers. The point that needs to be 

questioned is the degree of the sincerity of these notables. In other words, were they 

200 BOA., SD. EDjRNE 191513 (36), (R. 1305, M. 1887). 

201 ibid. , (19). 

202 ibid. , (36). 
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really caring for the producers? It is hard to determine on the basis of the available 

documents whether they had usurped the producers. However, it is certain that they 

were affecting to a certain extent the process of determining the amount of tax that 

the producers were to pay. 

Another authority involved in the process of determining the tax was 

the Council of Administration of Klfkkilise (Klrkkilise Sancagl idare Meclisi). The 

prices determined by this council did not necessarily coincide with those offered by 

tax-farmers. If a tax.,farmer found the prices offered by the Council to be low, he 

could easily apply to the Council of District (Meclis-i Liva) to complain. In tum, 

Council of District could increase the prices in favor of the tax-farmers. 203 

To acquire the revenue from the region, the center did not rely solely 

on the system of tax-collection that revolved around the tax-farmers and villagers. In 

other words, the process of tax-collection did not involve only the tax-farmers and 

villagers. There were commissions that were established to produce solutions to the 

problems that arose over tax-collection. But in the final analysis, it appears that these 

commissions were deciding mostly in favor of the tax-farmers. This paved the way 

for the emergence of two vitally important problems: a continuing increase in the 

amount of debt that the people of the town accumulated and who fled the vineyards. 

These are all indicative of disorders in the system of tax-farming that in tum affected 

the process of production negatively.204 The state, apparently, did not involve so 

vigorously in the process of wine production and fixing its price to the extent that it 

involved in other products of the region. For instance, it had a strict policy 

203 Ibid. 

204 BOA., $D. EDiRNE 1946/l3, (H.l325, M. 1909). 
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concernmg the forest products drawn from Klfkkilise and its hinterland. This 

situation can partly be attributed to the importance of coal and wood for the people of 

the empire, both military and reaya (subject people). 
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C- DECREASES IN WINE PRODUCTION 

The main factors that affected viticulture in Klrkkilise and its hinterland were 

the state policy, Floksera, and the conditions of transportation. 

The state's policy on the grape yield was causing problems between the 

center and the people of the region. The loose policy of the state concerning the 

grape producers in the region caused the producers not to have a remarkable income 

from viticulture. To exemplify state's loose policy one can mention the importation 

of cheap drinks (miiskirat) and grain alcohol (ispirto) from other places, and the 

negligence in taking the measures to protect these producers?05 When looked at in 

detail, it appears that the expenditures a producer had to make in the process of grape 

cultivation were various: costs of transporting to §lrahanes and magazas, hiring a 

watchman, repairing the banels and canisters, and real-estate tax, and tithe. For 

instance, in (H. 1329, M1911) a viticulturist who produced 1000 medre (1 medre: 10-

11.5 kg.) of wine could have an income of 3400 kuru§, out of which 2800 kuru§ was 

spent for expenditures. That is, there remained 600 kuru§ as profit. Considering that 

the same viticulturist had also to make a living for his family which consisted of 

more or less 5-6 people, and had to pay an annual amount of 200 kuru§ as real-estate 

tax, it appears that he no longer deemed viticulture a profitable occupation.206 

Another burden on the grape growers was another tax (resm) that they had to pay 

when they exported wine. Its amount was 1 % of the whole amount of export. They 

demanded this tax to be cancelled. 

205 Ibid. 

206 Ibid. 
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Floksera, affecting seriously the vineyards was another problem that the 

producers had to struggle. It was first appeared in Aydm, a province of the empire 

that was rich in vineyards. In KIrklareli, it was first noticed in 1323/1905, and within 

two years it had destroyed 22.000 doniims vineyards out of a total of 55.000 doniim. 

To prevent further damages, the state urged to take measures. The region was put in 

quarantine: no single plant, leaf, flower, sapling or tree from regions inflicted with 

Floksera were to enter the region. The viticulturists in the region who noticed signs 

of Floksera in their vineyards were obliged to inform the authorities about the 

situation. Upon such an informing, officials were sent to inspect the situation. If there 

was danger of Floksera in the vineyards in question, they were kept under inspection. 

Such controls were repeated by the order of the Ministry of Trade and Agriculture 

(Ticaret ve Ziraat Nezareti).207 In addition, grapevines from America began to be 

planted in the region to compensate for the losses. However, the result was not a 

success.208 

Transportation was not without problems. Producers were demanding they 

transport their yield to ports that were closest to their location, instead of carrying 

them to the regions announced by the center. Furthermore, they did not want their 

yield to be transported by the mediation ofwardens.209 That the center of town (nefs-i 

Kzrklareli) was far from the shore and hence from the ports, and from the railway 

207 BOA., A DVN. MKL. 15110, (R.1296, MI881). 

208 BOA. , Duir 66-2/10-32; 66-2/10-1 (R. 1336, M. 1917). 

209 DTOG 
l' ., sec. 159, p. 14. 
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road was a serious handicap for the grape growers and this in turn hindered the 

development of viticulture in the region.2lO 

In the final analysis, it appears that there was an ongoing process in the 

methods of grape growing in the region. This was concomitant with the decrease of 

the economic power of the region. Due to the above mentioned reasons, the region 

could not realize its potential in grape growing, and accordingly Klfkkilise and its 

hinterland could not become a stable supplier of grape products. 

210 BOA. , SD. EDiME 194613, (R. 1289, M. 1872). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A- KIRKKiLisE AND TRADE 

In the last quarter of the 19th century and at the beginning of the 20th century, 

some increase in the trade of Klrkkilise and its hinterland can be seen. The reasons 

can be the increase of demand for the production of the region and the coming of 

foreign capital to the region. Although there were some attempts to broaden the trade 

of the region by applying to the center, they failed. The inhabitants of the kaza of 

Midye demanded the despatch of ships twice a week from Istanbul to the port along 

the Black Sea coast. The answer of the center was the impossibility of sending the 

ship that belonged to Aziziye Company, as the trade capacity of the town was not 

satisfactory, thus, the arrival of the ship in port and its taking passengers did not meet 

the expenditure.211 In a proposal that was sent from Edime on 19 July 1323/1905, it 

was written that the forests in kazas of Ahtabolu and Midye had been administrated 

for a long time and cut wood and produced charcoal which were sent to the capital 

city by private ships. It was explained that if a ship was sent to Ahtabolu and Midye 

ports twice a week and if suitable cuts from the abundant forests the region were sent 

by these ships, thousands of lira would be gained. The expression of "ship" (vapur) 

is very important. While previously used sefine, r;ektirme and so on were not so big 

in tonnage, now the expression "ship" (vapur) was used which could possibly be 

indication of trade in big size. Moreover, it was also stated that to prevent smuggling, 

coast-guard ships should be sent to the region.212 On the other hand, the impossibility 

211 BOA. , SD. EDiRNE 1908/47, (R.1289, M. 1873). 

212 BOA. , DH. Mui 29-2/3, (R. 1325, M. 1907) 
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of fulfilling these demands was indicated by the Ministry of Forest, Mining and 

Agriculture. In a document that was written by the governorship of Edirne on 16 

June 132511907, we see that ports of Ahtabolu and Midye were not open to foreign 

trade It was explained that with the control and permission of the Forest 

Administration, wood and charcoal were sent to Istanbul and this process and 

controlling fuel that would be sent outside would be a great expense for this office 

and especially this would affect the navy negatively. Moreover, it was again 

indicated that demanding 45 percent cash or voucher as a guarantee for wood and 

charcoal that would be sent from the region by Riisumat Administration would create 

d 'ffi l' 213 I ICU tIes. 

213 BOA. , NGG. 1513, No: 232354, (H. 1325" M. 1907). 
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B- FOREING CAPITAL 

One of the reasons of the rapid development ofthe Ottoman trade after 1898 

was the increase of demand for Ottoman raw materials by Europeans. Another reason 

was the railroads which were constructed with foreign capita1.214 The search for new 

markets, abundant and cheap raw material and the struggle to find new people by 

Europeans increased with the participation of Germany in the 1880's. Between the 

15th and 18th centuries mines of the Empire were completely under the control of the 

State. Yet, rich mines of the Balkans and Anatolia were the closest regions to meet 

the needs of European industry.215 In the 19th century and at the beginning of the 20th 

century, the period between 1886 and 1897 was the most active period of railway 

construction. In this period, with German capital railroads between Central Anatolia 

were constructed and with French capital railways in Syria, Macedonia and Western 

Anatolia were constructed?16 This railway network both provided a link between 

interior regions and ports and reduced the cost of transportation. Foreign companies 

became agents of mining Ottoman natural sources to meet the necessities of 

European industry throughout the 19th century. 

When this atmosphere was dominant in the Empire, England applied for iron 

mmes in the region. The privilege of the administration of the iron mine and 

demirhane of Samakocuk tbe kaza of Midye of Edirne was given with an imperial 

214 Kasaba, The World Economy, 87-88. 

215 Quataert, Workers, Peasnts and Economic Change, 79. 

216 $evket Pamuk, Osmanh Ekonomisinde Bagzmhhk ve Biiyiime 1810-1913 ( istanbul: Tiirkiye 
Ekonomi ve Toplurnsal TarihVafl,1994 ), 36. 
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edict in 1328/1910 for 99 years to Hug Han9al and Baron Sidney who were the 

citizens ofEngland.217 

In the contract, the procedure of the opening of the iron mine and demirhane 

was determined. There was an item about the exploration of the region to open new 

wells, chimneys and roads and the procedure related to the buildings and 

underground of mining region to get the authorization. Tax-farmers would be 

interested in damages that might emerge. The important point was that whatever the 

process both the inhabitants and the area should not suffer any losses. If a kind of 

postponement or vacation was under consideration, the expenses would again be paid 

by the tax-farmer. The tax-farmer could not object to the construction of a building 

or a way for public benefit on the mining area. If in this area a mine was found, the 

activity could only begin with the approval of experts and the Ministry of Trade? 1 8 

Consequently, items were prepared by considering the benefit of laborers and 

the inhabitant's benefits. The main point in the contract was the protection of existent 

social structure while the ground for economic development was prepared. At the 

same time, positions that could threaten security were avoided. Demands for the 

opening of the mine: After signing §artname and mukavelenami19 a complex period 

of delaying foreigners began English investors unable to get a positive response to 

their attemts. So, the foreign capital could not be effective in the region. 

217 BOA. , SD. HU. 1239/21 (6/1), (R. 1328, M. 1910). 

218 Ibid. 

219 See appendix, ibid. 
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It was stated that although for the administration of the mine documents that 

were given to Sura by the Ministry of Forest and Mine,-the documents were still not 

approved by the Ministry of Economy and Nafia despite the end of April. Moreover, 

1 000 Osmanlz lirasl as guaranteeing money was paid in March. As it was impossible 

to work in the mine in winter, foreigners demanded the conclusion as soon as 

possib Ie. 220 

When we look at the problem of giving the concession of the administration 

of the iron mine and demirhane in the Samakocuk Village of the kaza of Midye of 

Klfkkilise Sanjak of Edirne, we see that Hug Han~al and Baron Sidney stated that 

they were in a difficult situation. A petition demanded the promulgation of the 

imperial edict concerning the approval of the opening of Samakocuk mine and was 

sent to the Derseadet on 22 April 1328/1910, but it was not answered. So, as the 

process was postponed without a reason, there arose some problems. First of all, the 

month of June that was the most suitable period for mining ended and in winter 

mining was impossible and thus, all works were postponed to the next year. 

Moreover, the clients met with a great economic 10SS.221 

After a period of delaying, the privilege that was given to Hug Han~al and 

Baron Sdney was cancelled with the imperial edict that was sent on 5 February 

1328.222 

When we evaluate the case, we see that the cancellation date of the privilege 

was 1913 the beginning at the Balkan Wars. So, we can say that it was cancelled for 

220 BOA., SD. HU 1239/21 (5), (H. 1328, M. 1910). 

221 BOA. , SD. HU. 1239/21(9), (H. 1328, M.1910). 

222 BOA. ,Meclis-i Vilkela Mazbatalarz 244/38, (H. 1334, M. 1915). 
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security reasons. On the other hand, between 1910 and 1913 a delaying policy for 

foreign entrepreneurs was implemented. Yet this led to a cessation in the production 

and hence, the area of movement of the region was narrowed down by the State. One 

of the reasons for the delay could have been that the State did not want to give trade 

opportunities to foreigners. When we look at the region generally, we see that the 

region had possibilities for foreign trade but because of the policy of Istanbul, these 

possibilities could not be realised. 
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CONCLUSION 

Some cities preserved their significance during the structural change that 

occurred to meet the raw material needs of Europe in the 19th century. On the other 

hand, some of them gradually increased their importance in Ottoman organization.223 

When we evaluate this question in terms of the connection of the region with 

Istanbul and the system within itself, we can come to certain conclusion: 

The connection of Kukkilise and its hinterland with Istanbul was a 

disadvantage for the region. However, it was an advantage for Istanbul during the 

19th century, because the goods coming from the region went to Istanbul with low 

transportation costs. 

No doubt in the 19th century Vize was more advantegous than Klfkkilise as 

for as location is concerned. This was rooted in its proximity to the sea. The trade to 

Istanbul took place via ports in Rumeli coast of Black sea. Kukkilise on the other 

hand was located further than the coast. The railway was constructed in KIrkkilise at 

a later period. The railway between Istanbul, which was 318 km. long, was built 

during 1868-1869, but this was connected to Klrkkilise during 1911-1913.224 

Therefore, sea transportation was an important means for the region's trade, and 

didn't lose its significance during the 19th century. On the other hand, the volume of 

maritime activity in the ports of the region didn't increase during the period in 

question. No change took place in the trade with Istanbul. 

223 (::ag1ar Keyder, Eyiip Ozveren, and Donald Quataert,Osmanh jmparatorlugunda Liman Kentleri 
(istanbu1:Tarih Vakfl Yurt Yaym1an), 1994. 

224 Yurt Ansiklopedisi, 7: 4814. 
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During the 19th century, production capacity was not very high. However, at 

the beginning of the 20th century, some measures were taken in order to vitalize 

trade, but the region wasn't affected positively by these activities. This approach was 

a result of the policy of istanbul. According to the provisioning policy of the state, 

forest products and iron, which were necessities and used by the in military, went to 

a market reserved for Istanbul. Therefore, these products were designated for 

Istanbul. As a conclusion, Producers didn't search for other places during the 19th 

century. Because there was a market in which they would sell their own products and 

where the buyers were waiting. 

The potential of the region was rooted in forestry products, iron and grapes in 

the late 19th century. Timber had been supplied to Tersane-i Amire and Tophane-i 

Amire. Charcoal had been supplied to Istanbul citizens from this region as well. Iron 

was allocated to Tersane-i Amire and Tophane-i Amire for only military necessities. 

Also grapes had been sent to the Istanbul market. However, besides charcoal, timber 

and iron, which were used for necessary needs of the Istanbul citizens, had been 

taken from this region with relatively more rigid inspections than grape and were 

transported to Istanbul directly. A commission is mentioned consisting of producers, 

miiltezim and local notables especially during the determination of grape prices. This 

situation had prepared suitable conditions for the presence of a more independent 

area from the central government. 

At the same time we can talk about an organized structure in both technical 

and administrative aspects. Some places were connected to the mine areas to supply 

the needs during the production activities. With this system, an attempt was made to 

get regular production for Istanbul. On the other hand, there was a contradiction 
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observed in the mine areas also- the destruction of forests. By producing iron, forests 

had been exhausted which were important sources of income for this region. 

Some questions remain unanswered in our study. Insufficiency of secondary 

literature, some interruptions in archival documents and not being able to follow the 

events, result in unanswered questions. For example, we can't find information about 

the positions of laborers who came to work in new mines settled in Samakocuk .. 

Related to this, the positions of the laborers working in the mines, working 

conditions in this region are explained only limitedly. Nonetheless, one can conclude 

that, although the region had the potential to expand outside, because of the policy of 

the center this potential could not be put to use during the 19th century. 
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The location ofVize. Edirne Vilayet Salnamesi, l301l1883. 
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istanbul Edebiyat F akliltesi Baslmevi,1969). 
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The establishment of furnaces and the method of burning. Orman Mekteb-i Alisi 
Mecmuasl, 10:278. 
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(MAP 4) 

The location ofSamakocuk. Edirne Vilayet Sainamesi, 1301/1883. 
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Maden Mudiriyet-i Umumiyesi 
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Edime vi I a.yeti dabilinde KIrkkilise Sancagmda Midye kazasmda 

nahiyesinde Samakocuk karyesinde araizi-yi em,riyede de vak' i olub mek9Ufen 

muzayede edilen demir madeni ile demirhanenin ingiltere devleti teb' asmdan 

Londra dahilinde * altml9bir numarada mukim ( Hug Han9al Vilyamsun ) ile 

NotumirIand Kontlugunda *( SarI Sidney * Baron) uhdesinde ihlHe kIlmacak olan 

bir hta mek9uf demir maeni ile demirhanenin gerefsudur buyrulacak olan imtiyaz 

ferman-l alisine derc olunacak mukavelenamesidir . 

Birinci madde Edime vilayeti dahilinde KIrkkilise sancagmda Midye kazasmda 

____ ~nabiyesinde Samakocuk karyesinde ___ arazi-yi emiriyede kain bir. 

hta mek9frf demir madeni ile demirhanenin gerefsudur buyrulacak olan ferman-l 

alisi tarihinden itibaren i9ledilmesi imtiyaz-l 99 sene muddetle ve gerait-i atiye ile 

mfrma-a ileyh uhdesinde ihale ve ilzam olunmu9tur. 

ikinci madde harita-i mahsusada gosterildigi vecihle mezkur madenin hafri ve 

, imali iyun 3404cerlb arazi tahsis ohnmagla i9 bu arazinin hudfrdu 9imalen Torliye 

mevki, nden bede' ile Kala Tepesinden bi'l- murur Samakof deresi ile Murtad 

deresinin telakki ettigi nokta-i belde' hatt-l munkesir 9arken mezkfrr noktadan bede' 

ile Murtad deresi Murtad deresi meCraaS1ll1 t ' akib ederek Murtad ve <;amur 

• Okunamadl. 
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derelerinin bir1e~tigi nokta-i beyyinede hatt-1.milnkesir cenuben mezkur noktadan 

bede' ile Murtad dagl tepesine hatt-l mustakim garben mezkur tepeden bede' ile * 

dagl tepelerinden bi'l milrur hudud olan Torliye Kilisesi mevkil'ne hatt-l miinkesir 

ile mahduddur. 

U<;iincii madde bilada muharrer hudud ile tahdl d olunan arzi dahilinde kain mezkur 

demir madeni ile mahlud olmayarak zuhfu edecek olan sai'r cins madenler bu 

ihftleye dfthil olmadlgmdan onlar i<;in gerek miiltezim mum-a ileyha ve gerek sftirleri 

tarafmdan taleb ve istid' a vuku buldugu halde maden nizamnamesinin 42. Maddesi 

hiikmiine tadblken muame1e-i mukteziye icra kIlmacakdlf. 

Dordiincii madde i~bu madde i<;un bervech-i muharrer olunan 3474 cerib arazinin 

Maaden Nizamnamesinin 48. ve 49. maddeleri mucibine beher cerib i<;iin resm-i 

mukarrer olmak iizere Osmanh altunu I 00 guru~ hesablyla senevi onar guru~dan 

34.740 guru~ ile mezkfu resm mikdannm % 6 hesablyla techizat-l askeriye ak<;esi 

olan 20.084 guru~ 40 santim miiltezim mum-a ileyh tarafmdan beher sene Mart' 

ibtidasmda Ticaret ve Ziraat Nezareti vasltaslyla Maliye Nezareti veznesine te'diye 

kIhnacak ve vakt-i mu' ayyinede olunmadlgl halde eyyam-l menahire i<;iin nizamen 

1 cab eden illizi dahi ayruca if a olunacakdlr. Gerek mezkur resm-i mukarrer gerek 

riisumat-l saire ve ceza-Yl nakdiler ile tazminat-l Meaden Nizamnamesinin 7. Ve 57. 

maddeleri mucince miiltezim muma- ileyhin e~ya-Yl menkUlesinden ve bunlar kifayet 

etmez ise emlakmdan istifa kIlmacakdlr. 

Be~inci madde mezkfu demir madenin hudud-u imtiyftziyesi dfthilinde bulunan arazi 

yalmz mezkur madenin i~ledilmesi i<;un itibari olarak tahsis oldugmdan i~ bu 
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madenin imalah diger bir rniiltezimin maden-i imalatml zarar eyledigi veya e~has-l 

arazisinin istimali lazlm geldigi halde Maden Nizarnmnamesinin 68. Ve 69. 

maddeleri mucibince ve rniiltezim maden imalat ve ameliyatmda rniihendis ve 

ustaba~lsmdan rna' ada memurin ve amele-yi teba-i Osmaniyeden kullamldlgl 

takdirde 71. madde hukmiince iktiza eden muamelat if a kIhnacakdlr. 

Altmcl madde maden-i mezkurdan ihra9 olunacak cevherin hasllat-l gayr-l 

safiyesinden % 5 resm-i nisbi ile mezkur resm-i nisbinin % 6 hesabtyla ba~kaca 

techizat-l askeriye tertibi ve hasllat-l menafi' indan ba~kaca % 5 guru~ ve % 5 pare 

itasl mukarrer olmaslyla rusm-u mezkura Maden Nizamnamesinin 50. Maddesi 

htikrnune bi'l - hesab istifa kllmacagl gibi mute' ahhid mfrma-ileyh senevi iyasl 

deruhde 51.000 guru~ rna techizat itaya mecbur olub ~ayed bu meblagm 

mu' adeletinden fazla mal ihra9 ve nakl edildigi takdirde anm bedelini dahi ba~kaca 

verecegi ve 51.000 guru~luk mal nakl-i idemezse __ i9inde nakle mezUn olacagl 

ve nakliyat hususunda mfrm-a ileyhima vesait-i munasibe tesis edecegi ve cevher 

tahmili ve maden i~ledilmesine muktezi alat ve edevatm ihra9 zlmmmda bir iskele 

in~a edilmesi esbab-l muceddide-i fevkal' ade zuhurunda rusum-u mukarrereyi 

te' diyeye kendilerinin mecbur tutulmayacagl ve Samakocukda kuvve-i askeriye 

bulunmasma binaen madenin imalah sektedar olmamak ~artlyla hukumete aid 

levazlmm bila ucret mezkur iskeleye ~akanlacagl kablolanna altml~ santimetro 

arzmda da hath yapllmasl daha mlinasib olacagl ve nakliyat-l madeniyeyi sektedar 

etmemek lizere vakt-li hazlrda e~ya ve mlihimmat-l askeriye ve .mlilkiyenin bila 

bedel nakl olunacagl ve beylik serain ve cihet-i askeriye namma hareket eden 

vapurlann muadelinden fazla ihrac ve nakl eyledigi de kavll hath ve mum-a 
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ileyhima vesaait- i munasibe tesis edeeegi heyet-i Sablkaslyla kendilerinin meebur 

tutulmayaeagl heyet-i Sablkaslyla altm19 santimetro arzmda dahath salim 

gorulmesine memalik sefain-i ve eihet-i askeriye harieine hareket eden vapurlann 

kezalik ayni geraitla iskele ve uzerindeki. ve buna mumasil vesaitden bila bedel 

istifade ideeegi ve esna-yt harbde devletye lazlm gelen kavil hath ve -----

kablosuna ve vagon vesair levazlmatma vaZ-l yed iderek oteki mahalde kulamlaeagl

ve bundan dolayt 9irketin bir gune itiraz hakh heyet-i sablkaslyla hukumetin iade 

edilmesi lazlm geleeegi ve aneak meadenin nakli vesait-i nakliye tesis edilebilmesi 

bunlan nevine gore verileeek __ salim gorulmesine mlitevakklf olaeagl 

me9ruttur. 

Yedinei madde multezim madenin i9ledilmesi ve ihray olunaeak eevherlerin tedhir ve 

.tekallis ve izabe ve kal ve tasfiyesi iylin Nizamat- 1 Belediye hukmline tevkifen in9a 

ve vaz ve istimal edeeegi kalhane ve aHlt ve edevat ve makine ve mliteferriat-l 

sairesinin evvel emrinde resmi tarifnamelerini Tiearet ve Ziraat Nezaretine itaya 

meeburdur. 

Sekizinei madde zikr olunan demir madeni imal zlmmda ihaleye havi tasdir 

buyrulaeak ferman-l alinin itasmda Maden Nizamnamesinin 47. madesine tevkifen 

bir defa olarak ferman harel olmak uzere multezim mum-a ileyhima tarafmdan 

Nezaret-i mU9aru'1-ileyha ya 150 lira ve ve mezkfu ferman-l ali haremm % 6 

hesablyla ba9kaea askeriye akyesi olan 9 aded Osmanh altunu ita kllmaeakdu . 

Multezim tarih-i ferman-l ali den itibaren 6 mah mliddet zarfmda mezkur harc1an ita 

ile ferman-l Ali ye ahz ve mukavele ve 9artname ile harita-i mevkiyyesini 
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te' at1 etmedigi takdirde Maden Nizamnemesinin 60. Maddesi mucibince meadenin 

fesh -i ihale muamelesi iera kIlmaeakdlr. 

Dokuzuneu madde miiltezim fennan-l alinin sudurunda vali-yi vilayet veya 

mutasarnf-l livaya ba istidaname miiraeaat ederek meanf-l mukteziyeyi ita ile 6 ay 

zarfmda 58.madde mueibinee teslime ve tarih-i teslimde itibaren 59. madde 

muueibinee 2 sene zarfmda kii~aad ve imaIe meebur oldugundan bu miiddet zarfmda 

teslim mu' amelesini if a ve madeni kii~ad ve imal etdigi takdirde Maden 

Nizamnamesinin 59. ve 60. maddeleri mueibinee madenin ihaIesine mute' allik 

muarnelat iera olunaeakdlf. 

Onuneu madde multezim mum-a ileyhima mezkUr madenin imalatma muteferri 

kaffe-i ahval ve hususatta Maden Nizamnamesinin ahkarnl munderieesine tabiyet ve 

tadbik-i hareket eyleyeeegi misillu ihale fennan-l alisinin zeyl olarak teatti olunan 

~artnarneye ve kavanini ve nizamat-l haaIiye ve mustakbe1e-i Devlet-i Aliye ye 

tamamiyle tevkifhareket edeeegini te' ahhid eder . 

Onbirinei madde multezim mum-a ileyhima patent nizamnamesi mueibinee kangi 

smlfve dereeede bulunur ise 0 smlfa patent resmini itaya meeburdur. 

Onikinei madde multezim mum-a ileyhima tarafmdan rusmu mukarrere ve nisbiyeye 

vesaireden ilgasl halinde maden-i mezkuradan Avrupaya imrar ve ihray olunaeak 

eevherin % 1 ihraeat-l gUmriik resmi dahi rna teehizat baykaea rusumu nisbiyesiyle 

mean te'diye olunaeakdlf. 
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Madde-i mahsfrsa maden-i mezkurun bulundugu mevk' i ve civaannda ve maden 

yataklanyla mahre9leri iizerine istihkam ve turuk ve mevaridat-i askeriye in~as1 

iktiza idfrbde magara ve ebniyeleri hedm veya harekat -1 askeriyeye icras1yla 

ameliyat klsmen veya kamilen tadil itdirildigi halde miiltezim mfrma -ileyh hi9bir 

suretle muhalefete hak ve salahiyeti olamayacagl gibi bir giine zarar-ii ziyan ve 

tazminat talebine dahi hak olamayacakt1r. 
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Mukavelename oj Mines 

We can separate the mukavelename of iron mine of Samakocuk into four 

parts. The first part was the determination of the area, the second one was the taxes, 

the third part was activities in the mining area and the last one was after getting 

permission, other processes. 

In the mukavelename the area of the mine was firstly determined. If in this 

area, new mines were explored, for these mines new contracts were signed. The 

signed contract would only be valid for the existent iron mine and demirhane. 

In the second part, taxes were determined. The tax that was called resm-i 

mukarrer was'1 00 kuru§ and the tax-farmer would pay this amount 10 kuru§ per year 

and also 34,740 kuru§ as·money of military equipment -techizat-z askeriye akr;esi- at 

the beginning of March each year to the Ministry of Economy by means of the 

Ministry of Trade and Agriculture. The activities in the mine constituted the third 

part. The contractor would reserve 51,000 kuru§ per year for the tool needs of the 

mine. Moreover, a port would be constructed to transport ore and to carry necessary 

tools for the administration of a mine. A tax-farmer should act properly in the 

administration of the mine and in purifying and refining the ore according to the 

orders of the Ministry of Municipality. 

The opening procedure was the fourth stage of the contract. For the 

production of iron, the tax-farmer would pay for once 150 lira to the Ministry as an 

expense of an edict -Jerman harcz-. After the promulgation of the edict, the tax

farmer would pay all expenditures in six months. Moreover, the contract would be 

cancelled if mukavele, §artname and the sealed map were not submitted. The tax

farmer would apply to the province -vilayet- or !iva, with mutasarrzflzga istidaname 
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for the promulgation of imperial edict. After paying expenditures, he would receive 

the mine. He had to open and manage the mine in two years after the submission 

date. For the ore that was exported to Europe by the tax-farmer, 1 percent customs 

would be paid. If there was an military activity in the mining area, the mine was 

closed down either completely or partly. In this case, the tax-farmer neither could 

object nor could demand compensation. 
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